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Dear Patrons,


If you have any pictures of yourself or family receiving or mailing our books, feel free to send them to us so we can post them on our Facebook page.

Visit Eclipse, ([http://bbm.nmstatelibrary.org/](http://bbm.nmstatelibrary.org/)), our online system which is available 24/7. Our voicemail, (1-800-395-9144) will also take messages 24/7. You can also fax us at 505-476-7767.

**The best time to call us or email us with your order is between 6:30 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. to ensure your order goes out the same day.** (Excluding weekends, orders will be processed next business day)

---

**Email us at:**
BooksByMailNM@state.nm.us
teresa.martinez1@state.nm.us
veronica.marquez@state.nm.us

**STEPS to Place Online Order**

1. Login
2. Search catalog
3. Select desired books and **ADD TO CART**
4. Click **CART** button
5. Select squares next to books you want to order
6. Click **SEND** button
7. Window pops up
8. Enter one of the three emails listed above
9. Type a message (optional)
10. Click **SEND** button
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RURAL BOOKMOBILES:

EAST  Phone: 575-461-1206
Tucumcari, NM 88401
Staff: Geraldine Marquez, Marcia Valverde, Vicky Maestas

Counties Served: Chaves, Curry, Eddy, Guadalupe, Lea, Lincoln, Otero, Quay, Roosevelt, San Miguel
https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileEast

WEST  Phone: 505-841-5250
Los Lunas, NM 87031
Staff: Wendy Roberts, Robert Marquez, Gwen Pirtle

Counties Served: Catron, Cibola, Grant, Hidalgo, McKinley, Sierra, Socorro, Valencia
https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileWest?ref=ts&fref=ts

NORTHEAST  Ph: 575-376-2474
Cimarron, NM 87714
Staff: Charri Richards, Leroy Chavez, Laura Gonzales

Counties Served: Colfax, Guadalupe, Harding, Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, Sandoval, Taos, Union

Contact the Bookmobile headquarters in your area for the Bookmobile schedules or go online at http://nmstatelibrary.org under the Direct & Rural Services tab, Rural Bookmobiles, to access them.

Library for the Blind & Physically Handicapped provides audio material for the blind, reading disabled, physically handicapped and some homebound people. For more information about this program call 1-800-456-5515.
Please cut out and fill the order sheets on the right with your book requests and enclose them in the canvas mailing bags with your books.

You can also call us toll free at:

1-800-395-9144

or email us at
BooksByMailNM@state.nm.us
or
teresa.martinez1@state.nm.us
or
veronica.marquez@state.nm.us

Please put your name or ID # when filling out your requests to ensure your order gets to you.
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### CATEGORY CODES

What is the 3 letter code at the beginning of each book description? These category codes will give you more specific information about the books that you are borrowing (Not every category will appear in each catalog). *Please Note: Previous Catalogs are still available to order from. Happy Reading!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>Adventure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGY</td>
<td>Anthology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANI</td>
<td>Animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANT</td>
<td>Antiques/Collectibles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>Art/Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUT</td>
<td>Automotive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIO</td>
<td>Biography/Autobiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLI</td>
<td>African-American Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Business/Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Career/Jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKG</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUR</td>
<td>Current Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIT</td>
<td>Dictionary/Thesaurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRA</td>
<td>Drama/Films/Plays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENV</td>
<td>Environmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAM</td>
<td>Family/Marriage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAN</td>
<td>Fantasy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>General Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>Investments/Personal Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>Games/Puzzles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAR</td>
<td>Gardening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRA</td>
<td>Graphic Novels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>Health/Diet/Exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIF</td>
<td>Historical Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMR</td>
<td>Home Repair/Decorating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOB</td>
<td>Hobbies/Crafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOL</td>
<td>Holidays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOR</td>
<td>Horror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUM</td>
<td>Humor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVE</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 5-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVI</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVP</td>
<td>Juvenile/Preschool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JYY</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 13-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>Latin Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF</td>
<td>Lifestyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIT</td>
<td>Literature/Classics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC</td>
<td>Literature/Contemporary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED</td>
<td>Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLC</td>
<td>Multi cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>Inspirational/Motivational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOV</td>
<td>Movie/TV Tie-In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUS</td>
<td>Music/Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYE</td>
<td>Mystery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>New Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTV</td>
<td>Native American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>Occult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCF</td>
<td>Occult Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAR</td>
<td>Parenting/Childbirth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHO</td>
<td>Photography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POE</td>
<td>Poetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POL</td>
<td>Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>Popular Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDE</td>
<td>Psychology/Self Help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC</td>
<td>Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>Reference/General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFL</td>
<td>Reference/Foreign Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>Romance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>Sexuality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFF</td>
<td>Science Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPO</td>
<td>Sports/Recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUS</td>
<td>Suspense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Southwest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAX</td>
<td>Tax Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRD</td>
<td>Travel/Domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRF</td>
<td>Travel/Foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRU</td>
<td>True Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WES</td>
<td>Western</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM</td>
<td>Women’s Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMS</td>
<td>Christmas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Books By Mail Patron Comment Form**

You can enclose this form in the bag with your book order. Any additional space needed can be used on a separate sheet of paper. Thank you for your time.

Name: (Optional) ____________________________    ID#: (Optional) P- ___________

If anyone would like to share a story on how this service has helped you or your family, we would love to hear it. Any comment/suggestions?: ____________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
ADV Beneath still waters
Archer, Alex BJ-9111
When her producer Doug Morrell is kidnapped by a greedy treasure hunter who is seeking the looted gold of Nazi Germany, TV show host and archaeologist Annja Creed and her friends must retrieve the bounty or Doug will die.

ADV The mortality principle
Archer, Alex BJ-9227
While researching the legend of the Golem, a fantastical "living" creature made of clay, in Prague, Annja Creed is faced with a serial killer targeting the homeless population and must unravel a mystery that binds science to superstition to find a real monster before it finds her.

ADV The forgotten room
Child, Lincoln LP-4554
LARGE PRINT. The charismatic and quirky Professor Jeremy Logan, renowned investigator of the strange and the inexplicable, as he uncovers a long-lost secret experiment only rumored to have existed.

ADV Ghost ship
Cussler, Clive LP-4595
LARGE PRINT. When Kurt Austin is injured attempting to rescue the passengers and crew from a sinking yacht' he wakes with fragmented and conflicted memories. Did he see an old friend and her children drown' or was the yacht abandoned when he came aboard? Kurt doesn't trust either recollection. Searching for answers' he soon finds himself descending into a shadowy world of state-sponsored cybercrime' and uncovering a web of human trafficking.

ADV The bootlegger
Cussler, Clive LP-4547
LARGE PRINT. When his boss is nearly killed while chasing a rum-running vessel at the height of the Prohibition era, Isaac Bell confronts a ruthless team of Bolshevik assassins and saboteurs intent on overthrowing the U.S. government.

ADV The collected short stories of Louis L'Amour
L'Amour, Louis BJ-9226
Whether joining a U.S. captain navigating a cargo ship through pirate-infested Japanese-controlled waters during World War II or marveling at the resourcefulness of a young woman pushed to the limits of endurance as she flees a killer through a primeval forest, these tales of suspense, murder and survival will keep readers' hearts pounding.

ANI The complete guide to small-scale farming :
Nelson, Melissa G. BJ-9066
This book was written with the intent of providing anyone who has ever wanted to start their own small-scale farm with the necessary, up to date resources and information needed to start raising small animals and cattle. You will learn how to care for chickens, from choosing the right breed to raising them for egg production. You will learn how to handle geese and ducks, choosing the correct breeds, feeding, housing, and selecting the right ones for egg production. You will also learn about egg incubation, maintaining poultry health, and how to raise poultry for meat.

ANI Trident K9 warriors
Ritland, Mike BJ-9261
Written to coincide with a large-scale '60 Minutes' feature, an insider's account of the world of elite Navy SEAL military canines traces the author's international search for eligible dog combat unit candidates with whom SEAL handlers eventually forged close bonds and saved countless lives.

ART The watercolor course you've always wanted
Frontz, Leslie BJ-9174
A straightforward and practical guide provides discussion and step-by-step demonstrations for aspiring artists to use to improve their watercolor painting and helps students figure out what they might be doing wrong and how to correct it.

ART Sharpie art workshop
Goodman, Timothy BJ-9173
Exploring Sharpie writing products, a designer, artist and art director, through a series of examples and exercises, demonstrates how to make different kinds of marks, patterns and images on a variety of surfaces.

ART The how and why of Chinese painting
Kan, Diana BJ-9006
Chinese painting.

ART Idiot's guides
Williams, David BJ-9172
Using simple steps and basic shapes, an artist and an instructor explains how budding artists of any age can draw detailed likenesses of their pets and favorite animals, including dogs, cats, fish, birds, reptiles, and horses.
BIO ✯ Legend
Blehm, Eric
LARGE PRINT. Here is the story of the 240th Assault Helicopter Company and Roy Benavidez's nearly suicidal rescue mission that saved eight lives and ultimately earned him a nomination for the Congressional Medal of Honor.

BIO ✯ Finding me
Knight, Michelle
BJ-9076
Michelle Knight, the first of the three women abducted by notorious Cleveland kidnapper Ariel Castro, recounts the full story of her years in captivity, her escape, and the powerful inner strength and capacity for hope that has helped her rebuild her life.

BIO ✯ American wife
Kyle, Taya
LARGE PRINT. The widow of late SEAL sniper Chris Kyle describes their shared military service, her husband's murder at the height of his fame and the author's struggles to persevere and raise their children as a single parent.

BIO ✯ Falling into Heaven
Robinson, Mickey
BJ-9016
This is the true story of how young skydiver Mickey Robinson's life was changed when a fiery plane crash melted his face and mutilated his body. Miraculous healing and a spiritual adventure of a new life on earth followed this near death experience.

BIO ✯ Such good girls
Rosen, R. D.
LARGE PRINT. The story of the generation of hidden child survivors told through the true experiences of three Jewish girls, from Poland, Holland, and France, who transcended their traumatic childhoods to lead remarkable lives in America.

BIO ✯ My story
Smart, Elizabeth
LARGE PRINT. Ten years after her abduction from her Salt Lake City bedroom, Elizabeth Smart reveals how she survived and the secret to forging a new life in the wake of a brutal crime.

CKG ✯ Quinoa
BJ-9097
For everyone interested in introducing healthy superfoods into their diet, our title will be the most accessible, easy-to-use and visually-appealing cookbook for integrating Quinoa into their diet. It will make Quinoa a kitchen staple with these 150 delicious gluten-free recipes that anyone can enjoy.

CKG ✯ Taste of Home church supper recipes
BJ-9100
This 2015 edition offers more than 350 all new recipes perfect for sharing with a large group. From appetizers and main courses to salads and desserts, you'll always find the ideal potluck contribution with Taste of Home More Church Supper Cookbook.

CKG ✯ The family calendar cookbook
Banfield, Kelsey
BJ-9096
Those perfect recipes that work for every occasion throughout the year: all collected here for any family.

CKG ✯ Juli Bauer's paleo cookbook
Bauer, Juli
BJ-9175
Proving to readers that the paleo lifestyle is more than just food, it is a way to feel healthy, energetic and enthusiastic about life. The best-selling author shows home cooks how to revamp their kitchens, excite their taste buds and feel confident in their new lifestyle through delicious recipes that will please the whole family.

CKG ✯ Good and cheap
Brown, Leanne
BJ-9095
A call-to-arms guide to ending hunger shares 120 recipes for satisfying, healthful meals on a daily budget equivalent to the amount of government food-stamp allowances, offering complementary information about economical cooking methods.

CKG ✯ Chips
Bryant, Chris
BJ-9194
Everyone loves chips! Now, with these delectable recipes for chips, dips, and toppers, you can take control of the ingredients and the cooking method. Choose from savory or sweet varieties, including vegetables (potatoes, kale, beets), fruit (apples, plantain, pears), and other fun options (pitas, tortillas, wonton wrappers).

CKG ✯ The waste not, want not cookbook
Chavich, Cinda
BJ-9021
Describes how to shop, cook and eat without wasting any food through more than 140 recipes and creative ideas for using up everything by transforming leftovers into new meals, tips on storing and preserving food and how to be smart about buying in bulk.
**CKGistro America's most wanted recipes kids' menu**

Douglas, Ron  
BJ-9099

More than a million home chefs have devoured Ron Douglas's ingenious copycat recipes. From desserts to low-calorie and grilled meals, he's proven how simple and cost-effective it is to prepare mouthwatering restaurant dishes at home. In America's Most Wanted Recipes Kids' Menu, he shares the ingredients to more than 100 of the most frequently ordered dishes from the country's most popular children's menus: Buca di Beppo's Cheese Manicotti, PF Chang's Crispy Honey Chicken, Applebee's Kids' Mini Hamburger, Chili's Cinnamon Apples, Cos's Mississippi Mud Pie, Friendly's Chicken Quesadillas, Panera Bread's Mac and Cheese, and much, much more.

**CKGistro Jewish slow cooker recipes**

Frankel, Laura  
BJ-9098

This first paperback edition by Laura Frankel collects more than 120 sophisticated, simple, and satisfying kosher dishes. From everyday meals to holiday favorites, each recipe makes convenient use of the humble, ever-reliable slow cooker, using seasonal ingredients that can be found at your local market.

**CKGistro 100 health-boosting drinks**

Hamlyn  
BJ-9102

Did you know that herbal green tea can boost your immune system and that a prune and blackberry smoothie can help get rid of toxins? From almonds to apples and parsnip to pineapple, discover the nutritious drinks ingredients that will make a real difference to your health.

**CKGistro 100 health-boosting foods**

Hamlyn  
BJ-9101

Did you know that avocados can help lower cholesterol and that tomatoes are full of cancer-beating lycopene? From chillis to cranberries and limes to lentils, find out all about 100 foods that will make a real difference to your health.

**CKGistro The complete guide to making cheese, butter, and yogurt at home**

Helweg, Rick  
BJ-9065

This book was written to provide prospective cheese, butter, or yogurt makers the tools they need to prepare, create, and enjoy their favorite dairy products from the comfort of their home. You will learn everything you need to know about the various dairy products found in cheeses, butter, and yogurt to start creating your own at-home dairy goods with up to date facts, methods and processes.

**CKGistro World's healthiest foods, 2nd edition**

Mateljan, George  
BJ-9075

Presents nutritional analysis, selection, storage and cooking advice, and recipes for vegetables, fruits, fish, shellfish, nuts, legumes, dairy foods and grains, along with information on how to incorporate these foods into a healthy eating plan.

**CKGistro Meal in a mug**

Smart, Denise  
BJ-9103

For anyone who can't cook, won't cook, or doesn't have the time to cook, but still wants a fresh, delicious meal instead of takeout or packaged, processed food when they're eating alone, here is the answer. All you need for real food, really fast, is a large mug, a microwave, a handful of ingredients, and a spoon.

**Education**

**EDUistro Common Core math for parents for dummies with videos online**

Danielson, Christopher  
BJ-9093

Provides help for frustrated parents used to doing math "the old way" by explaining what and how their children are learning in the Common Core math curriculum, including sample problems and tips for more effectively communicating with teachers.

**Fantasy**

**FANistro Magic bites**

Andrews, Ilona  
BJ-9264

In this first novel of a new urban fantasy series, mercenary Kate Daniels cleans up problems of a paranormal kind. But her latest prey, a pack of undead warriors, presents her greatest challenge.

**FANistro Magic bleeds**

Andrews, Ilona  
BJ-9267

Kate Daniels cleans up the paranormal problems no one else wants to deal with, especially if they involve Atlanta's shapeshifting community. And now there's a new player in town, a foe that may be too much for even Kate and Curran, the Lord of the Beasts, to handle.

**FANistro Magic burns**

Andrews, Ilona  
BJ-9265

Kate Daniels, a mercenary who cleans up after magic has gone wrong, setting out to retrieve a set of stolen maps for the Pack, Atlanta's paramilitary clan of shape shifters. As temperatures and tempers start to flare, Kate quickly realizes much more is at stake.

**FANistro Magic strikes**

Andrews, Ilona  
BJ-9266

Drafted into working for the Order of Merciful Aid, Atlanta mercenary Kate Daniels has more paranormal problems than she knows what to do with. But when Kate's werewolf friend Derek is discovered near death, she must confront her greatest challenge yet.
FAN  Cat's lair
Feehan, Christine     LP-4550
LARGE PRINT. Starting a new life in Texas after escaping New Orleans, Cat Benoit catches the attention of Ridley Cromer, the instructor at the martial arts dojo where she takes lessons whose animal instincts, and feral desire, rivals her own.

FAN  The dragons of Heaven
Helms, Alyc     BJ-9026
Determined to live up to her birthright, street magician Missy Masters, who can control shadows, journeys to China to seek the aid of master Lung Huang, and becomes embroiled in the politics of Lung and his siblings, the nine dragon-guardians of creation, after a romantic interlude.

GENERAL FICTION

FIC  Huckleberry Christmas
Beckstrand, Jennifer     BJ-9079
A difficult marriage has left the Helmuths' widowed great-granddaughter, Beth, finished with wedlock. She's content to live with them and make a life for herself and her toddler son. But once she turns down handsome Tyler Yoder's proposal, it seems only fair to encourage him to find a suitable wife. Trouble is, his gentleness and generous ways are showing her how joyous a real meeting of hearts can be.

FIC  Huckleberry Hill
Beckstrand, Jennifer     LP-4598
LARGE PRINT. In this first book in a series set in Huckleberry Hill, Wisconsin, two octogenarian Amish folks try their hands at matchmaking, pairing the quiet and gentle Moses Zimmerman with the tall and sturdy Lia Shetler.

FIC  Huckleberry summer
Beckstrand, Jennifer     LP-4599
LARGE PRINT. A mischievous Amish couple in their 80s discovers there is nothing more rewarding than sparking unexpected love between their grandson, Aden Helmuth, and Amish girl Lily Eicher.

FIC  The harder they come
Boyle, T. Coraghessan     LP-4535
LARGE PRINT. A Vietnam veteran, his schizophrenic son and the son's older lover endure an anti-authoritarian confrontation marked by the son's violent breakdown and flight through California.

FIC  The healing quilt
Brunstetter, Wanda E.     LP-4513
LARGE PRINT. Retired Amish newlyweds Emma and Lamar Miller start a new quilting class, in which they work with an unlikely group of students to achieve emotional healing and create beautiful traditional quilts.

FIC  The struggle
Brunstetter, Wanda E.     LP-4512
LARGE PRINT. When Timothy Fisher decides to move his wife, Hannah, and daughter, Mindy, to Christian County, Kentucky, where two of his brothers now reside, Hannah is very reluctant to leave her Amish home in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

FIC  The tattered quilt
Brunstetter, Wanda E.     LP-4514
LARGE PRINT. Amish widow-turned-newlywed Emma Yoder Miller has been teaching several quilting classes alongside her husband, Lamar, who has a knack for creating unique quilting patterns. But as sign-up for this new class is slow and only three people have responded by the class date, they start to think they should take a break. That is, until God sends them some last-minute students who are in special need of the friendship and wisdom that Emma and Lamar have a way of displaying through their teaching. Will Emma and Lamar learn along with their students that God's timing is perfect?

FIC  Triple the fun
Child, Maureen     BJ-9141
He's a captain of industry, a brooding billionaire and, a daddy? When Connor King learns he has fathered triplets, he feels double-crossed. Now nothing will stand in the way of claiming his heirs, not even their alluring legal guardian, Dina Cortez.

FIC  The Amish blacksmith
Clark, Mindy Starns     BJ-9190
Apprenticed blacksmith Jake Miller is skeptical of Priscilla Kinsinger's innate ability to soothe troubled horses, especially when he has his own ideas on how to calm them. Six years earlier, Priscilla's mother died in an awful accident at home, and Priscilla's grief over losing her mother was so intense that she was sent to live with relatives in Indiana. She has just returned to Lancaster County.

FIC  The Amish clockmaker
Clark, Mindy Starns     BJ-9191
Newlywed Matthew Zook is expanding his family's tack and feed store when a surprising property dispute puts the remodel on hold, and raises new questions about the location's mysterious past.

FIC  The Amish groom
Clark, Mindy Starns     BJ-9189
Born to an ex-Amish mother and an English father, 23-year-old Tyler Anderson was raised as a military kid until the age of 6, when his mom passed away. His dad, shipping off to yet another overseas post, placed Tyler in the care of his Amish grandparents, an arrangement that was supposed to be temporary. It lasted a lifetime.
**FIC Million dollar road**
Conner, Amy  
BJ-9000
Amy Conner's riveting debut was compared to "The Help", follows the journey of a young Louisiana woman's search for love, acceptance, and the intrinsic appetite for wanting a better life.

**FIC A bride for Noah**
Copeland, Lori  
LP-4576
**LARGE PRINT.** Penniless and desperate for an adventure, Evie Lawrence moves to the Oregon Territory in 1851, intending to build a restaurant in one of the new settlements there. At his logging camp outside Seattle, Noah Hughes feels the last thing the camp needs is a woman. Are they ready to look beyond their expectations, and embrace the best God has for them?

**FIC My heart stood still**
Copeland, Lori  
BJ-9192
The three wily and beautiful McDougal sisters can swindle a man faster than it takes to lasso a calf. But their luck is running out, and they're about to be hauled off to jail. When the wagon carrying them falls under attack, each sister is picked up by a different man.

**FIC Rainy day dreams**
Copeland, Lori  
LP-4577
**LARGE PRINT.** It's 1856, and Kathryn is convinced her life is over. Her father has sent her to Seattle to find a husband, and the backwoods settlement offers none of the comforts and culture she was accustomed to in San Francisco.

**FIC Promises kept**
Dunn, Scarlett  
BJ-9178
When her would-be husband turns up dead the day she arrives to marry him, Victoria Eastman, who grew up in a Texas saloon, finds an ally in her new neighbor, rancher Colt McBride, who just may be her salvation if only he can accept a dark secret from her past.

**FIC Walking on water**
Evans, Richard Paul  
BJ-9077
The fifth book in the Walk series, Alan Christoffersen must say some painful goodbyes and learn some important lessons as he comes to the end of his cross-country walk to Key West.

**FIC The keeper**
Fisher, Suzanne Woods  
BJ-9273
When Paul tells her he wants to postpone the wedding, again, Julia knows who is to blame. Perpetual bachelor and spreader of cold feet, Roman Troyer, the Bee Man. He especially enjoys bringing his bees to Stoney Ridge each year, but now Julia is on a mission to punish him for inspiring Paul's cold feet. Can Julia secure the future she's always dreamed of? Or does God have something else in mind?

**FIC The lesson**
Fisher, Suzanne Woods  
BJ-9274
The impulsive M.K. Lapp discovers more than she bargains for when she sets out to uncover the truth about a handsome newcomer to the Amish community of Stoney Ridge.

**FIC The revealing**
Fisher, Suzanne Woods  
BJ-9272
Naomi King, soft spoken, loyal, and easily overlooked, has a gift. She sees what others can't see. Intuition, she calls it. Others in Stoney Ridge don't know what to make of it and dismiss her hunches and inklings altogether. When a young woman arrives at the Inn at Eagle Hill with a shocking secret about Tobe Schrock, Naomi fears the worst.

**FIC All the single ladies**
Frank, Dorothea Benton  
LP-4571
**LARGE PRINT.** In the wake of a remarkable woman's death, three middle-aged women bond over their shared grief while evaluating their own shifting prospects.

**FIC The innocent**
Gabhart, Ann H.  
BJ-9094
Losing her home after her soldier husband is reported missing in action during the Civil War, Carlyn Kearny seeks refuge in a Shaker community and bonds with a sheriff who adopts her dog and investigates a series of mysterious deaths.

**FIC Heart of the matter**
Giffin, Emily  
LP-4515
**LARGE PRINT.** Meeting by chance when a fateful accident sends a six-year-old boy to an upscale Boston hospital, the child's mother and the doctor's stay-at-home wife find their lives changing in unexpected ways.

**FIC Amish promises**
Gould, Leslie  
BJ-9008
When an English and an Amish family become neighbors, their lives are linked in unexpected ways, through conflict, then friendship, and finally, love.

**FIC The proposal at Siesta Key**
Gray, Shelley Shepard  
BJ-9073
A young Amish woman, yearning for freedom, crosses paths with a handsome Mennonite celebrity, in a deeply moving tale of friendship and self-discovery.
FIC ★ Summer secrets
Green, Jan  LP-4588
LARGE PRINT. When a shocking family secret is revealed, twenty-something journalist Cat Coombs finds herself falling into a dark spiral. Wild, glamorous nights out in London and raging hangovers the next day become her norm, leading to a terrible mistake one night while visiting family in America, on the island of Nantucket. It's a mistake for which she can't forgive herself. When she returns home, she confronts the unavoidable reality of her life and knows it's time to grow up. But she doesn't know if she'll ever be able to earn the forgiveness of the people she hurt.

FIC ★ Autumn winds
Hubbard, Charlotte  LP-4581
LARGE PRINT. In Willow Ridge, Missouri, widowed Miriam Lanz is relentlessly pursued by Amish Bishop Knepp in courtship, while running her beloved cafe. When a handsome but rootless blacksmith comes to town, she must listen to God and her heart to find the happiness she longs for.

FIC ★ Breath of spring
Hubbard, Charlotte  LP-4594
LARGE PRINT. As a bright season brings a fresh start to Willow Ridge, Annie Mae Knepp feels she can never make peace with the past. Her disgraced ex-bishop father is furious she has taken her five siblings to live with her. She's never been truly at home in her faith, or believed in herself. Annie Mae fears no man will want to take on the responsibilities she's gladly shouldered. True, her quiet neighbor Adam Wagler has been steadfast helping her through her trials, but he surely couldn't think of someone so lost as more than a friend.

FIC ★ Winter of wishes
Hubbard, Charlotte  LP-4593
LARGE PRINT. As another year draws to a close in Willow Ridge, life seems to be changing for everyone but Rhoda Lantz. Her widowed mother is about to remarry, her sister is a busy newlywed, and soon Rhoda will be alone in her cozy apartment. An ad posted by an Englisher looking for help with his mother and children may offer the companionship she's looking for, but if she falls for the caring single father, she risks being shunned by her community.

FIC ★ Coming home
Kingsbury, Karen  LP-4518
LARGE PRINT. As the Baxters make plans to come together for a summer lakeside reunion, the unthinkable happens, the family rallies together, and memories come to light that bring healing and hope during a time when darkness might have the final word.

FIC ★ Go set a watchman
Lee, Harper  LP-4587
LARGE PRINT. Twenty years after the trial of Tom Robinson, Scout returns home to Maycomb to visit her father and struggles with personal and political issues as her small Alabama town adjusts to the turbulent events beginning to transform the United States in the mid-1950s.

FIC ★ The love letters
Lewis, Beverly  LP-4531
LARGE PRINT. Caring for an infant niece when her sister falls ill, Amish woman Marlena is abandoned by her commitment-phobic beau and joins a wise elder's crafting circle before considering a new relationship and discovering past secrets.

FIC ★ Lorie's heart
Lillard, Amy  BJ-9118
After her beloved father passes away, Lorie Kauffman discovers that he had been leading two lives, and as she starts digging into her family's past with the help of a kindhearted Englisher, she becomes torn between two worlds and unsure of where she really belongs.

FIC ★ God help the child
Morrison, Toni  LP-4542
LARGE PRINT. Traces the impact of childhood trauma on the lives of a beautiful multiracial woman, the man she loves and an abused white girl who looks to her for help.

FIC ★ Windfallen
Moyes, Jojo  LP-4517
LARGE PRINT. When a group of bohemians takes over Arcadia, a stark yet striking art deco house on the seafront in the village of Merham, two young women are drawn to its temptations. Years later, Daisy arrives to give the house a makeover, and destiny again takes a hand.

FIC ★ Where trust lies
Oke, Janette  LP-4557
LARGE PRINT. After teaching in a 1920s mining town in western Canada, Beth Thatcher no longer feels at home among her wealthy family in the East, and her heart is torn between two very different worlds.

FIC ★ Refining fire
Peterson, Tracie  LP-4551
LARGE PRINT. Militine and Thane, who meet while serving Seattle's poor, both feel tainted by past choices. Can God build something new from the debris of the past?
To those who matter in 1950s Hollywood, Lena Scott is the hottest rising star to hit the silver screen since Marilyn Monroe. Few know her real name is Abra. Even fewer know the price she's paid to finally feel like she's somebody. To Pastor Ezekiel Freeman, Abra will always be the little girl who stole his heart the night he found her, a wailing newborn abandoned under a bridge on the outskirts of Haven.

Suffering an intense year of public and police scrutiny after being wrongly implicated in his fiancé's murder, Boston lawyer Eli Landon takes sanctuary in a centuries-old family home and falls in love with resident housekeeper Abra Walsh, with whom he is entangled in an old, life-threatening mystery.

A tale told in alternating voices traces the collaborative efforts of an estranged millionaire father and the daughter he abandoned 17 years earlier to reconcile and write his memoir.

Love is in the air in the colorful Ulster village of Ballybucklebo, where Dr. Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly has finally proposed to the darling of his youth, Kitty O'Hallorhan. There's a wedding to be planned, but before O'Reilly can make it to the altar, he and his young colleague, Barry Laverty, M.B., must deal with the usual round of eccentric patients, and crises both large and small.

A young couple, each harboring a life-changing secret, struggle to rebuild trust and rekindle genuine love before it's too late.

Haunted by memories of families that have left her Old Order Amish community, Ariana discovers her incompatibility with a man she hoped to marry before learning a shocking truth about the night her twin brother and she were born.
At Irish Meadows horse farm, sisters Brianna and Colleen struggle to reconcile their own dreams with their father's demanding marriage expectations.

In the picturesque Amana Colonies, two very different young women are looking for answers. But secrets run deep there, and the truth could alter everything. (Book 2 (BH-4005); Book 3 (BJ-9279))

Widow Andrea Wilson and her young son sought temporary refuge in the Amana Colonies, but will the peace she finds there convince her to stay? (Book 1 (BJ-9278); Book 2 (BH-4005))

Recounts how Tennessee Federal forces commander William T. Sherman conquers Confederate forces under General John Bell Hood during his legendary march to the Sea campaign.

In 1861 America, the three young sons of Ohio State Senator Clay Bell find their lives and destinies changed by the Civil War, in a novel that, filled with human drama and meticulous historical detail, recounts America's deadliest war through the stories of the brave men and women who lived it.

The author presents a gripping chronicle of the band of maverick fighter pilots who signed on for the suicidally dangerous top-secret "Iron Hand" program during the Vietnam War, which used revolutionary tactics to combat Soviet missile technology.

The thrilling true story of one of the most unlikely and astonishing military victories in history. June 5, 1967. Israel is surrounded by enemies who want nothing less than her utter extinction. The Soviet-equipped Egyptian Army has massed a thousand tanks on the nation's southern border. Syrian heavy guns are shelling her from the north. To the east, Jordan and Iraq are moving mechanized brigades and fighter squadrons into position to attack.

This book demonstrates 101 different ways you can build a viable home for your animals while cutting costs and saving time. You will learn how to create homes from scratch for several different animals. First, you will learn how to assess the needs of your animals according to type and personality, from indoor domesticated pets to outdoor livestock. You will learn what features these homes need to match your animals according to size, feeding habits, gender, quantity, and breeding potential.

This book will guide anyone interested in the process of installing and utilizing solar power for their home to search for, buy or build their own solar power system. Learn how solar power and other alternative energy sources can help to heal the world and how you can start surveying your own energy use and efficiency. Learn how you can start making basic adjustments to become more efficient and how solar power can help you before you start any major projects.

Filled with advice for the car, pets, cleaning, decorating, electronics and more, an excellent resource presents 137 ingenious tricks, shortcuts and ideas for solving everyday problems and annoyances with the help of materials and techniques either already on hand, or found in any local store.

For the past few years, Grant Thompson has spent his weekends starting fires, building cannons, and experimenting with dry ice and liquid nitrogen. He's made pumpkins explode, defied gravity, and discovered countless ways to make everyday life easier using ordinary items such as butter, suntan lotion, cupcake wrappers, and aluminum foil. His discoveries and experiments, many posted online to sites such as YouTube, have earned him the title of the King of Random.
HOB  💫 Make your mark
BJ-9195
One look at Pinterest and the blogosphere and it's clear that crafters have embraced markers as an easy way to add decorative elements to store-bought products. This primer showcases 30 wildly creative ideas for embellishing surfaces, including fabric, plastic, glass, wood, and stone. Ranging from a batik tee to an oversized platter, the projects, and 100+ templates, were created by crafting's top talents.

HOB  💫 One-skein wonders for babies
BJ-9222
Features patterns for 101 one-skein projects for outfitting and accessorizing babies and toddlers, including mittens, hats, tees, sweaters, hoodies, pants, dresses, socks, booties, bibs, blankets, sleep sacks, stuffed toys, blanket buddies and more.

HOB  💫 The big book of Mod Podge
BJ-9022
Features more than 90 fun projects using one of the most popular decoupage materials available, including instructions and inspiration for making jewelry, picture frames and even home furnishings like headboards and dressers.

HOB  💫 Made with Dad
Barnard, Chris BJ-9110
All projects can be made from affordable, easy-to-find items, often regular household objects already owned. Full-color photographs, line drawings, and detailed instructions provide an easy, visually lush, and family, friendly manual.

HOB  💫 More creative lettering
Doh, Jenny BJ-9024
Features 15 contributors with different signature styles, provides full alphabets and tips and techniques for making eye-catching, hand-lettered signs, colleges and journals as well as other personalized creations.

HOB  💫 The Spoonflower handbook
Fraser, Stephen BJ-9224
Identifying online resources that enable people to customize and order affordable fabrics, wallpapers and gift wraps, a step-by-step guide demonstrates how to use Spoonflower materials to complete a wide range of home decor projects.

HOB  💫 All points patchwork
Gilleland, Diane BJ-9106
An introduction to the traditional English paper piecing technique instructs quilters of any level on how to baste desired paper shapes onto the back of fabric before hand-sewing pieces together to enable well-matched points.

HOB  🌟 The complete guide to creating oils, soaps, creams, and herbal gels for your mind and body
Jones, Marlene BJ-9063
You will learn how to start recognizing scents and how they interact with each other and their effects on your body and mind. You will learn how to start buying and using essential oils and how to recognize the properties of various pure essential oils. You will learn which common and uncommon essential oils are out there and what they entail as well as how to start blending them. The equipment, carrier and base oils, solutions and dilutions used are outlined for you here.

HOB  🌟 Paper goods projects
Levine, Jodi BJ-9223
Dozens of fun and simple crafts that can be made from everyday recycled items do not require a trip to a specialty store and include a variety of party favors, cake toppers, greeting cards, children's toys and home decor items.

HOB  🌟 DIY wrap bracelets
Sakamoto, Keiko BJ-9104
A collection of 25 beaded accessory projects in the style of today's most popular trends and boutique designers includes Chan Luu-inspired bracelets, coordinating necklaces, earrings and brooches that use a variety of materials.

HOB  🌟 The ultimate Disney party book
Ward, Jessica BJ-9074
This enchanting guide to entertaining the Disney way and making every event special and unforgettable provides complete instructions for invitations, decorations, crafts, activities and recipes, all of which celebrate favorite characters and films.

HOB  🌟 Quick crocheted accessories
Zientara, Sharon BJ-9105
An assortment of crocheted projects that use one, two or three skeins of yarn includes budget-friendly and more complex options, from scarves and shawls to socks and fingerless mitts.

HOL  🌟 Have yourself a homemade Christmas
BJ-9078
A full-color book includes fun ideas for crafts and recipes that bring together the entire family and encourage creativity, featuring traceable shapes and designs, as well as recipes for every occasion, including edible gifts for loved ones, packaging ideas, hassle-free recipes, simple casseroles, holiday party favorites and classic Christmas dinners and desserts.
HOR ☆ Revival
King, Stephen     LP-4597
LARGE PRINT. In a small New England town over half a century ago, a boy is playing with his new toy soldiers in the dirt when he looks up to see a striking man, the new minister. Jamie learns later he is a man who with his beautiful wife will transform the church and the town. The men and boys are a bit in love with Mrs. Jacobs; the women and girls, with the Reverend Jacobs, including Jamie's sisters and mother. Then tragedy strikes, and this charismatic preacher curses God, and is banished from the shocked town.

HUM ☆ George Washington is cash money
O'Brien, Cory     BJ-9068
In a rollicking ride through seminal events and legends in U.S. history, a word wizard and technojester of the first degree reveals the absolute truth behind such stories as Elvis, the Mole People, the UFO at Roswell, the Salem Witch trials, the invention of Mormonism and many, many more.

JVE ☆ Minions: Banana!
Ah-koon, Didier    BJ-9165
From the creators of Despicable Me comes a brand new movie adventure in yellow, Minions. This fresh new comic featuring the stars of the upcoming movie brings together a collection of hilarious comic stories featuring everyone's favorite yellow, banana-loving henchmen.

JVE ☆ Fancy Nancy
O'Connor, Jane    BJ-9088
Today is Halloween and Nancy can't wait to collect candy from each house she visits. But it's hard to leave all those delectable treats in her pumpkin pail. Is there such a thing as too much candy? Fans of Fancy Nancy will delight in this Halloween storybook adventure.

JVE ☆ Minions: Dracula's last birthday
Rosen, Lucy    BJ-9087
Starting as single-celled yellow organisms, Minions evolve through the ages, perpetually serving the most despicable of masters. Continuously unsuccessful at keeping these masters from T. rex to Napoleon-the Minions find themselves without someone to serve and fall into a deep depression.

JVE ☆ Minions: long live King Bob!
Rosen, Lucy    BJ-9167
When the Minions are sent by Scarlet Overkill to steal the queen's crown jewels, Bob messes up and becomes the new king of England.

JVI ☆ The one and only Ivan
Applegate, Katherine    BJ-9091
Animal-loving youngsters and their adults will find plenty of food for thought in Ivan's extraordinary story.

JVI ☆ Minions: the junior novel
Chesterfield, Sadie    BJ-9166
Starting as single-celled yellow organisms, Minions evolve through the ages, perpetually serving the most despicable of masters. Continuously unsuccessful at keeping these masters from T. rex to Napoleon-the Minions find themselves without someone to serve and fall into a deep depression.

JVI ☆ The first Christmas night
Christopher, Keith    BJ-9084
Here is a beautiful retelling of the birth of Jesus on that joyous night in Bethlehem so long ago. The simple, yet elegant, verses are sure to appeal to little ones and are accompanied by the rich acrylic illustrations of Jacques.

JVI ☆ Kammie on first: baseball's Dottie Kamenshek
Houts, Michelle    BJ-9085
Dorothy Mary Kamenshek was born to immigrant parents in Norwood, Ohio. As a young girl, she played pickup games of sandlot baseball with neighborhood children; no one, however, would have suspected that at the age of seventeen she would become a star athlete at the national level. The outbreak of World War II and the ensuing draft of able-bodied young men severely depleted the ranks of professional baseball players. In 1943, Phillip K. Wrigley, owner of the Chicago Cubs, led the initiative to establish a new league, a women's league, to fill the ballparks while the war ground on in Europe and the Pacific. Kamenshek was selected and assigned to the Rockford Peaches in their inaugural season and played first base for a total of ten years, becoming a seven-time All-Star and holder of two league batting titles. When injuries finally put an end to her playing days, she went on to a successful and much quieter career in physical therapy. Fame came again in 1992, when Geena Davis portrayed a player loosely based on Kamenshek in the hit movie "A League of Their Own."
**JVI ★ The blood guard**
Roy, Carter **BJ-9208**
(Blood Guard, book 1) When thirteen-year-old Ronan Truelove's seemingly ordinary mom snatches him from school, then sets off on a high speed car chase, Ronan is shocked. His quiet, nerdy dad has been kidnapped? And the kidnappers are after him, too?

**JVI ★ The glass gauntlet**
Roy, Carter **BJ-9209**
(Blood Guard, book 2) Ronan Truelove barely survived his first encounter with his father and the Bend Sinister. Now, he's determined to become one of the Blood Guard, a sword-wielding secret society sworn to protect thirty-six pure souls crucial to the world's survival.

**JVI ★ Seuss-isms!**
Seuss, Dr. **BJ-9158**
Featuring over sixty pages of cherished Seuss art and quotes from such classics as *The Cat in the Hat*, *Horton Hatches the Egg*, *Green Eggs and Ham*, *How the Grinch Stole Christmas!*, *Oh, the Places You'll Go!*, and many more.

**JVI ★ For the win**
Winters, Jaime. **BJ-9163**
This exciting book explores historic moments in World Series games, the famous stadiums where fans have cheered on their favorite players, and the top teams who have hoisted the Commissioners Trophy.

**JVP ★ Ten flying brooms**
Oliver, Ilanit **BJ-9089**
A spooky counting story just right for Halloween! Ten flying brooms zoomed swiftly through the night. Their witches were gone, they were nowhere in sight! Ten broomsticks are missing their witches, oh no! Can the brooms find them all in and around a spooky old house before the clock strikes midnight? A rhyming, high-flying counting story featuring all your favorite Halloween creatures!

**JVP ★ I love you through and through**
Rossetti-Shustak, Bernadette **BJ-9162**
A toddler and his teddy bear illustrate a young child's happy side, sad side, silly side, mad side, and other sides. This book has sturdy cardstock pages and a padded cover with rounded corners for safe handling by little ones.

**JVP ★ Minnie's winter bow show**
Scollon, Bill **BJ-9083**
Millie and Melody take Aunt Minnie on an adventure through the snowy mountains, but will she get back in time for her Winter Bow Show?

**JVP ★ Elephant Joe, brave firefighter!**
Wojtowycz, David **BJ-9090**
At summer camp, Elephant Joe and Zebra Pete become firefighters to rescue Dragon from a tree and put out a birthday cake fire.

**JVP ★ I love you through and through**
Rossetti-Shustak, Bernadette **BJ-9162**
A toddler and his teddy bear illustrate a young child's happy side, sad side, silly side, mad side, and other sides. This book has sturdy cardstock pages and a padded cover with rounded corners for safe handling by little ones.

**JVP ★ Minnie's winter bow show**
Scollon, Bill **BJ-9083**
Millie and Melody take Aunt Minnie on an adventure through the snowy mountains, but will she get back in time for her Winter Bow Show?

**JVP ★ I love you through and through**
Rossetti-Shustak, Bernadette **BJ-9162**
A toddler and his teddy bear illustrate a young child's happy side, sad side, silly side, mad side, and other sides. This book has sturdy cardstock pages and a padded cover with rounded corners for safe handling by little ones.

**JVP ★ Minnie's winter bow show**
Scollon, Bill **BJ-9083**
Millie and Melody take Aunt Minnie on an adventure through the snowy mountains, but will she get back in time for her Winter Bow Show?

**JVP ★ I love you through and through**
Rossetti-Shustak, Bernadette **BJ-9162**
A toddler and his teddy bear illustrate a young child's happy side, sad side, silly side, mad side, and other sides. This book has sturdy cardstock pages and a padded cover with rounded corners for safe handling by little ones.

**JVP ★ Minnie's winter bow show**
Scollon, Bill **BJ-9083**
Millie and Melody take Aunt Minnie on an adventure through the snowy mountains, but will she get back in time for her Winter Bow Show?
Wealthy young women are being murdered on Manhattan's exclusive Upper West Side, and the police aren't looking for answers in the right places. Enter Tandy Angel. The first case she cracked was the mystery of her parents' deaths. Now, while she's working to exonerate her brother of his glamorous girlfriend's homicide, she's driven to get involved in the West Side murder spree.

On the night Malcolm and Maud Angel are murdered, their daughter Tandy knows just three things: 1) She was one of the last people to see her parents alive. 2) The suspect list only includes Tandy and her three siblings. 3) She can't trust anyone, maybe not even herself.

Greek and Roman demigods from the Prophecy of Seven must work together to seal the Doors of Death, and help Percy and Annabeth escape the Underworld in the process.

Dish up summer, fruity cobblers, no-fail ribs, firecracker chocolate cherry cobbler, easy weeknight meals; A mudroom that really works; Brilliant ideas for livable yards.

Get all-day energy: 50 brilliant ways to rev up your life; How to flatten your belly fast; Eat this and slim down. . .; + the fat that burns fat; Got pain? We got answers; Look 10 years younger, anti-aging haircuts, it’s a thing!

Eat clean and get lean: 33 delicious ways to feel amazing now; Detox your home: the crazy-easy plan; The trendy diet that actually heals; Plus smoothies on the cheap; Clean swap! Whipped coconut cream; Stress eater? 10 snacks you’ll love; The 21 best age erasers, sexy hair and glowing skin, guaranteed.

The health secrets you can’t afford to ignore; The 40+ advantage: fitter, happier, more beautiful; 1-minute yoga moves to heal any pain; Plus see the doctor when you want; 21 clean meals that fight belly fat.

Culture crisis; Saving Pompeii, the plight of the ancient city; Mockingbird sings again: Harper Lee’s hometown awaits its next chapter; Legacy of the Mad King: politics, power and magna carta; The presence of the past: 1 year ago, Ferguson, Missouri; 100 years ago: the Armenian genocide; 150 years ago: the U.S. Civil War.

Sky’s the limit; The 21st century: don’t kick the bucket just yet! Life list, the 25 greatest new places to see; Love and death in Jamestown; Chasing the spirit bear; Escape from Boko Haram.

Pyramid power: the making of Egypt’s ancient wonders; The discovery of the world’s oldest Papyrus sheds new light on the genius of the Pharoahs; Plus: Hemingway exclusive: the novelist’s tortured love life; Cosmic explosion: Einstein 100 years later; The howling: our wild kinship with wolves.
(Home Repair/Decorating)

HMR ♪ The mother earth news Aug/Sep 2015
Mother Earth News Magazine ♪ BJ-9205
Eat from your garden all year: the many paths to self-reliant living; Lyme Disease and ticks: what you need to know; Beat the heat: how to stay cool naturally; Solar cooking how-to; Homestead dairy: cows or goats?; Best cider apples, plus DIY press; Government deception and GMOs.

HMR ♪ Sunset Magazine July 2015
Sunset Magazine ♪ BJ-9010
Your guide to summer fun; Yosemite without the crowds; Lake-house living: indoor-outdoor design ideas; Garden-to-table recipes: fruit tarts, salads & more; Best summer camps (for adults!); Coolest escapes in the West, Leonard Lake, California.

HMR ♪ Sunset Magazine August 2015
Sunset Magazine ♪ BJ-9204
Savor the coast: 35 new reasons to hit the beach, from Laguna to Seattle; Drought-friendly garden plans; Throw a summer wine party; 7 picnic recipes; 10 relaxing resorts; 6 seaside hikes; 14 beach shops & more.

HMR ♪ Sunset Magazine September 2015
Sunset Magazine ♪ BJ-9270
Fall road trips: mountains, lakes & desert on California’s Highway 395; Before & after ranch house redo; Exclusive book excerpt: Chef Joanne Weir’s favorite recipes; Getaways in New Mexico, Denver & CA’s Central Coast; Gorgeous edible gardens to plant now plus drought-friendly yards.

HMR ♪ Sunset Magazine October 2015
Sunset Magazine ♪ BJ-9228
The best of Wine Country: new places to taste, stay & play in Napa, Santa Barbara & Oregon; Chec secrets from S.F.’s Bar Tartine; 15 spooky plants for Halloween; Perfect pairing menu from Stone Edge Farm; Wine competition winners! Bottles for every budget.

(Impressional/Motivational)

MOT ♪ Guideposts July 2015
Guideposts Magazine ♪ BJ-9164
In GOD we trust; Have a faithful fourth! Celebrate the birth of our democracy with some inspiring patriotic prayers; Team Chaplain: former drug dealer Earl Smith found God and became a chaplain at San Quentin State Prison; A slice of summer: what’s a cookout or church picnic without homemade pie? Amazing recipes.

MOT ♪ Guideposts August 2015
Guideposts Magazine ♪ BJ-9216
Kate Bosworth: drawing spiritual strength from her latest role, in 90 minutes in Heaven; Jen Hatmaker: author, speaker, blogger, TV personality, pastor’s wife and (whew!) mom of five; “I was Jane Doe,” a rape survivor’s powerful story; America’s Angels, hope flows between a homeless Vet and a Volunteers of America caseworker.

(Lifestyle)

LIF ♪ People Magazine June 8, 2015
People Magazine ♪ BJ-9005
Josh Duggar: inside the scandal. The Duggars’ dark secrets: Josh’s shocking past hidden for years, ‘I acted inexcusably; Angelina Jolie Pitt turns 40! Her most amazing moments; New details: D.C. Mansion Murders, a family’s nightmare; People Cannes photo album! Natalie Portman, Cate Blanchett & many more.

LIF ♪ People Magazine June 15, 2015
People Magazine ♪ BJ-9007
Exclusive details: goodbye Bruce, hello Caitlyn. Inside her new life & the emotional decision to reveal her true self. Caitlyn Jenner, formerly known as Bruce Jenner; Exclusive: the Bachelorette fights back! Sex scandals, pregnancy rumors and what she really thinks of the ‘Brokeback’ bachelors; The Little Couple: heartbreak and joy, surviving cancer and a difficult adoption; Tracy Morgan, putting my life back together.

LIF ♪ People Magazine June 22, 2015
People Magazine ♪ BJ-9013
Exclusive: Melissa McCarthy—how I did it my way! From Illinois farm girl to the new queen of Hollywood, the Spy star on fame, fashion and making her own rules; Jen Aniston talks to People, Justin, marriage & her secrets to looking so young; Duggar update: Jill & Jessa, how they’re really coping; Awwww! Royal baby cuteness, George & Charlotte, pics by Princess Kate!
Yes, please! Plus more amazing treats; Bachelorette sex scandal, Kaitlyn: ‘maybe I went too far’.

LIF People Magazine July 13, 2015
People Magazine BJ-9198
Inside JFK’s private world, growing up Kennedy! Rare, intimate family photos from the White House nanny’s personal albums. Exclusive, never-before-seen photos! Bristol Palin’s breakup & pregnancy; Poisoned by their doctor: harrowing tales from victims of a monster; Love wins! Gay couples saying ‘I do’ at long last; Kendra exclusive: how I saved my marriage, Hank comes clean one year after the sex scandal.

LIF People Magazine July 20, 2015
People Magazine BJ-9201
Ben & Jen, why they split: the real story; George & Charlotte’s big day! Charlotte’s christening; The last straw: Kourtney & Scott’s breakup, how his ‘embarrassing’ antics drove her away; 8 celeb weddings! Mila & Ashton, Vanessa Williams, Billy Joel, & more.

LIF People Magazine July 27, 2015
People Magazine BJ-9207
The Royal fab four! Our ‘lovely little family’, Prince William shares surprising details about ‘little joy,’ Charlotte, ‘little monkey’, George, and how Kate is doing an amazing job as a mother. Plus plans for baby number 3! Exclusive gorgeous summer weddings!; Ben & Jen’s ‘difficult’ next steps; One Direction baby! Louis is going to be a dad!

LIF People Magazine August 3, 2015
People Magazine BJ-9205
Blake & Miranda: inside their shocking split, why the ‘sad’ and ‘devastated’ country superstars are calling it quits after four years of marriage; Amy Schumer: all about the “Trainwreck” star; The Duggars: life after scandal; Real women, inspiring stories: they lost 100 lbs.

LIF People Magazine August 10, 2015
People Magazine BJ-9202
Bachelorette exclusive! ‘Shawn was always the one’. Kaitlyn & Shawn open up to People, breaking the rules with secret love notes, her regret over her night with Nick, Their plans for a (really big!) family; Bobbi Kristina: tragic life & troubling death; Little People, Big World wedding photos!; Miranda & Blake, how they’re really coping.

LIF People Magazine August 17, 2015
People Magazine BJ-9268
Ben & the nanny, the real story. Inside Jen’s heartbreak: how the ‘deeply hurt’ star is coping with her shattered marriage and new cheating allegations; Gwen & Gavin’s sad split, what went wrong?; Bobbi Kristina details of the bitter family feud; Justice for Cecil: what will happen to his killer?

LIF People Magazine August 24, 2015
People Magazine BJ-9269
People exclusive photos: all the details Jennifer Aniston’s dream wedding! Inside Jen & Justin’s top-secret, ultra-romantic A-list celebration: ‘the timing was finally right’. Plus all about their honeymoon, with friends!; The women who rule TV, Viola, Claire, Taraji & more; How Khloe lost 35 lbs!

LIF People Magazine August 31, 2015
People Magazine BJ-9276
Only in People, the Duggars now: life after scandal, Jill’s decision to leave the country with her newborn son, Jessa’s ‘bittersweet’ countdown to her first baby, disgraced Josh’s life in seclusion, what the ‘rebel Duggar’ has to say about her controversial family; 34 stars show off their adorable kids!; Jennifer Aniston & Justin’s lovestfest! Their first weeks as newly weds; Exclusive: Kathie Lee Gifford losing the love of my life; Kelly Rutherford’s custody nightmare ‘I’ll never stop fighting.’

LIF People Magazine September 7, 2015
People Magazine BJ-9280
Terror on the train: American heroes! All about the three childhood friends who fought a gunman to save hundreds of lives; More dark Duggar family secrets: Josh’s shocking double life; First anniversary: George & Amal, inside their luxe life!; Tom & Gisele: marriage under fire.

LIF People Magazine September 14, 2015
People Magazine BJ-9064
The hidden Kennedy: JFK’s beautiful sister Rosemary lobotomized at the age of 23, why she was seen as a threat, and abandoned in an institution for decades, how her tragic life still haunts a dynasty-2 new books reveal the whole shocking truth; Sandra Bullock’s hot new guy!; Plus! Duggar family feud explodes; TV news team murders: new details; The private world of Queen Elizabeth; Angelina & Brad’s sexy new drama & more must-see fall films; Why Jennifer Lawrence & Amy Schumer are suddenly BFFs; The best burger recipe ever!

LIF People Magazine September 21, 2015
People Magazine BJ-9257
People exclusive in her own words: how to love the way you look, by Melissa McCarthy. The star, and fashion designer!; A Duggar wedding! All the joy and drama; Joan Lunden, life after cancer; The style issue: best dressed stars of 2015. Reese is no. 1!! Plus hot trends, most stylish couples and more!

LIF People Magazine September 28, 2015
People Magazine BJ-9219
Pope Francis: his first visit to America. Inside his private world—he loves soccer and selfies, dances the tango and eats more pasta than he should. An up-close look at the charming rebel who’s changing the world; Tyra Banks, on aging weight & her fertility struggle; Caitlyn: I’ve made mistakes; A Duggar’s wild honeymoon! Exclusive photos from Cancun; Sandra & George: their crazy friendship & surprising new movie!
LIF People Magazine October 5, 2015
People Magazine BJ-9283
Jackie Collins’ brave goodbye. She secretly battled breast cancer for 6 years while traveling the world and writing 5 novels. On Sept. 14, Collins opened up to People about her amazing life and why she kept her illness private: ‘I didn’t want sympathy. Sympathy can weaken you.’; Inside Blake Shelton’s single life, how he’s moving on from Miranda; Inside the Emmys! Gowns, parties & historic wins!; Star-studded wedding! Girls star Allison Williams.

(Nature, Science, History)

NAT National Geographic July 2015
National Geographic BJ-9193
Destination Pluto, first look at the dwarf planet; Stalking the Ebola virus; Gandhi’s living legacy; Feeding frenzy: at feeding time killer whales reveal not so much their appetite as their cunning.

NAT National Geographic August 2015
National Geographic BJ-9014
Pope Francis remakes the Vatican; New Orleans post-Katrina; Laos after the bombs.

NAT National Geographic September 2015
National Geographic BJ-9275

NAT National Geographic October 2015
National Geographic BJ-9237
Almost human: a new ancestor shakes up our family tree; Uncovering a lost city; Daring journey on the Congo; Trekking Sweden’s glacial wilderness.

(Southwest)

SW El Palacio Magazine Fall 2015
Department of Cultural Affairs BJ-9282
Art, history, and culture of the Southwest; Three historic trails; El Camino de Agua; Tourist maps; Searching for Mary Colter.

(Sports/Recreation)

SPO Outdoor Life Magazine August 2015
Outdoor Life BJ-9206
Special bowhunting issue: the 2015 bow test, our experts’ take on 23 new compounds & crossbows. Broadheads: we reveal the most lethal; Shoot better now! The keys to deadly bow accuracy, turn tight groups into kills, hold full draw without tiring, snap-shoot by instinct, judge distance at a glance, make 50-yard shots with ease; Tested: the M48 Patriot in 28 nosler; Big cats: how to call in whiskerfish; Smallmouths: Great Lakes’ surprising trophy spot; Rifle sight shootout: speed vs. accuracy.

SPO Outdoor Life Magazine September 2015
Outdoor Life BJ-9277
America’s top bucks: the amazing stories [and tactics] behind our readers’ best deer, 199 inches, from 1 acre-Minnesota’s new state record, 292 inch mountain giant; S&W 500 unleashed in a rifle; Ammo: best new hunting loads; Teal: get ready for early birds; Sharks: three insane open-water death duels; Elk: tune your hand calls.

SPO Outdoor Life Magazine October 2015
Outdoor Life BJ-9221
Have your best month ever: 5 ways to score big in the next 31 days; Field report: hunting with suppressed shotguns; Fishing: fool a 50-inch muskie; Whitetails: call a pre-rut brute; Waterfowl: use your GPS to pattern geese; Mule Deer: stalk a solitary buck; Deer opener intel; Scent-lure a buck; Guide to the best online maps; Heavy-cover shooting tips; Step-by-step plan for a monster whitetail; Meet the hardest working gun dogs in America.

(Women Studies)

WOM O: the Oprah magazine July 2015
Oprah Magazine BJ-9023
42 perfect beach reads!; The really busy woman’s guide to relaxing—warning! Page 98 could cause instant calm!; The good news about failure; Vaccines for grown-ups, which do you need and when do you need them?; Healthier BBQ; Glower skin; Happier vacations.

WOM O: the Oprah magazine August 2015
Oprah Magazine BJ-9200
You’re invited! Summer at Oprah’s, from gardening to grilling to totally chilling!; The ultimate denim guide: jeans that slim, trim & kick butt!; 10 foods that sharpen your mind, grocery list included; 8 fun quizzes guaranteed to move your life forward; The O Interview: Oprah sits down with the most delicious man ever!

WOM O: the Oprah magazine September 2015
Oprah Magazine BJ-9271
It’s makeover time! Step up your style, warm up your kitchen, upgrade your life: The hearty, filling diet that can help you lose weight; How to harness more of your brain power; Share your story, heal your soul; Closet intervention, taming Gayle King’s bling!

WOM O: the Oprah magazine October 2015
Oprah Magazine BJ-9254
Oprah through the decades; Find your comfort zone! 32 Delightful ways to feel at home, wherever you are; The art of problem solving: how one little phrase can change everything; The good news: 30 pairs of fall’s best boots, the bad news, you’re gonna want them all!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Truffled to death</td>
<td>Aarons, Kathy</td>
<td>BJ-9041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The marsh madness</td>
<td>Abbott, Victoria</td>
<td>BJ-9242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murder in the paperback parlor</td>
<td>Adams, Ellery</td>
<td>BJ-9243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert B. Parker's cheap shot</td>
<td>Atkins, Ace</td>
<td>BJ-9113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All sales final</td>
<td>Belle, Josie</td>
<td>BJ-9230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven threadly sins</td>
<td>Bolin, Janet</td>
<td>BJ-9040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better homes and corpses</td>
<td>Bridge, Kathleen</td>
<td>BJ-9231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat cat spreads out</td>
<td>Cantrell, Janet</td>
<td>BJ-9034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinderella six feet under</td>
<td>Chance, Maia</td>
<td>BJ-9236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law and author</td>
<td>Chase, Erika</td>
<td>BJ-9241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggs in a casket</td>
<td>Childs, Laura</td>
<td>LP-4528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber &amp; brimstone</td>
<td>Childs, Laura</td>
<td>LP-4522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postcards from the dead</td>
<td>Childs, Laura</td>
<td>LP-4521</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the antiquities on display in their book chocolate shop bring about murder and mayhem, two best friends, Michelle and Erica, must clear their own names by tracking down a killer with both a sweet tooth and a penchant for priceless treasure.

When Chadwick Kauffman offers her a very good price on a fine collection of Ngaio Marsh first editions, Vera van Alst, after the transaction is completed, is stunned to discover that she is a victim of a scam and that she is being framed for the murder of the real Chadwick Kauffman.

Jane Steward is planning a week of Valentine's Day activities for the visitors to her book-themed resort, but when one of the authors she booked winds up dead, she must quickly find the killer.

Kinjo Heywood is one of the New England Patriots' marquee players, a hard-nosed linebacker who's earned his standing as one of the toughest guys in the league. He may be worth millions but his connection to a nightclub shooting two years before is still putting a dangerous spin on his life, and his career.

When she discovers a skeleton in the basement of her and her fiancé's new dream home in the historic section of St. Stanley, bargain hunter Maggie, with the help of her Good Buy Girls, works to tag a killer who wants to keep the truth buried forever.

After the mean-spirited director of the Threadville Academy of Design and Modeling, who played a shocking prank on her and her friends, is found dead, Willow Vanderling must unravel the clues to find the real killer when the blame is pinned on her.

Meg Barrett flees Manhattan for Montauk, leaving her glamorous job at a top home and garden magazine to start a new interior design business, but decorating sometimes leads to detecting, and as Meg gets closer to the truth, the killer will do anything to paint her out of the picture.

While promoting her bakery at the Bunyan County Harvest Fair, Charity Oliver, after her plus-sized feline Quincy finds a dead body, must dig her claws into the case and clear the name of the town's handsome veterinarian after he is accused of the crime.

When here friend's estranged mother, Henrietta, is found dead in a pumpkin patch, leaving behind an evasive husband and two sinister stepsisters, Opheila Flax launches an investigation that reveals an ever-twisting family history.

When the retired police chief's 21-year-old-granddaughter, Darla, whom he has never seen, shows up, and then is implicated in the murder of a dead man found in Molly Matthew's backyard, it is up to the Ashton Corners Mystery Readers and Cheese Straws Society to uncover the real story.

While Petra handles the breakfast rush at the Cackleberry Club, the café's other two owners, Suzanne and Toni, head to Memorial Cemetery to help prepare for its 150th anniversary celebration. But as they search the winding paths for the historical society tent, they discover something else out of place: the body of ex-prison warden Lester Drummond lying facedown in someone else's freshly dug grave.

As Carmela Bertrand prepares for the French Quarter's gala Halloween Monsters and Mayhem Torchlight Parade, she overhears an argument between Brett Fowler and Jekyl Hardy; when Fowler is found murdered, Hardy is the suspect and Carmela must unmask a killer to save her friend.

There's a Mardi Gras parade rolling through the French Quarter, and Kimber Breeze is broadcasting live from a fourth floor hotel balcony, interviewing locals and capturing the spectacle. Her next subject will be Carmela Bertrand, owner of Memory Mine scrapbooking shop. But before Carmela's interview a killer slips onto the balcony and strangles Kimber. Carmela is horrified, but the nightmare isn't over.
MYS ★ Skeleton letters
Childs, Laura LP-4520
LARGE PRINT. Carmela and Ava delve into the murder of a member of their scrapbooking circle who was found in church beside a smashed St. Sebastien statue.

MYS ★ Privy to the dead
Connolly, Sheila BJ-9039
When a construction worker who found a curious metal object while excavating an old privy in the museum's basement is murdered, Nell Pratt, president of the Pennsylvania Antiquarian Society, must unearth a mystery with ties to the past and the present to stop a killer.

MYS ★ Flesh and blood
Cornwell, Patricia BJ-9114
Discovering a row of pennies outside of her home just before receiving word that a neighbor has been murdered by a highly skilled sniper Kay Scarpetta begins a nightmarish pursuit involving seemingly unrelated victims and a shipwreck off the coast of Florida.

MYS ★ Scam chowder
Corrigan, Maya BJ-9116
When her Granddad is accused of murdering a man who scammed his best buddy, cafe manager Val Deniston must stir up old secrets to get him out of hot water.

MYS ★ Tying the knot
Craig, Elizabeth BJ-9042
When the wedding of her new beau's sister is crashed by murder, quilter Beatrice Coleman and the Village Quilters must piece together the clues to unravel the mystery.

MYS ★ The diva steals a chocolate kiss
Davis, Krista BJ-9033
While in charge of the Amore Chocolates 50th anniversary celebration, Domestic Diva Sophie Winston finds the sweet event taking a sour turn when the company's CEO goes missing and a competing chocolatier is found murdered.

MYS ★ Hiss and tell
Donally, Claire BJ-9037
When she photographs men pulling the body of a dead woman out of the water during a high society wedding, reporter Sunny Coolidge, with some assistance from her police officer boyfriend and her cunning cat, Shadow, must figure out how murder got on the guest list.

MYS ★ Death by coffee
Erickson, Alex BJ-9030
When a customer, on her very first day of business, drops dead after drinking a cup of coffee, bookstore cafe owner Krissy Hancock, using her love of puzzles and mysteries, must read between the lines to find out which one of her new neighbors is a killer.

MYS ★ Black cat crossing
Finch, Kay BJ-9232
Moving to Lavender, Texas, to write her first novel and help her Aunt Rowe manage her vacation-rental business, aspiring mystery author Sabrina Tate finds herself faced with a real-life mystery when her aunt's awful cousin is found dead with a local black cat, believed to be a jinx, by her side.

MYS ★ Trick or deceit
Freydont, Shelley BJ-9246
After the Museum of Yankee Horrors wins first place, and $10,000, in the town's official Haunted House contest, one of the contest judges is murdered, and it is up to Liz Montgomery to unmask a sore loser.

MYS ★ Booked for trouble
Gates, Eva BJ-9233
After her mother blows into town, meddling in her love life and causing trouble where ever she goes, Lucy, the librarian at the Lighthouse Library, becomes embroiled in a murder investigation when her mother is accused of killing her high school rival.

MYS ★ Fudging the books
Gerber, Daryl Wood BJ-9238
During the Pirate Week celebration in Crystal Cove, bookstore owner Jenna Hart is swept up in the rowdy fun until robbery, fighting and murder mar the festivities, causing her best friend, cookbook author Coco Chastain, to be accused of killing her editor.

MYS ★ The longest yard sale
Harris, Sherry BJ-9115
When her best friend, Carol, is literally framed for the murder of an Air Force officer during New England's largest garage sale, Sarah Winston, mad as heck that someone committed a crime during her sale, must rummage through the clues to catch the real killer.

MYS ★ Behind closed doors
Haynes, Elizabeth LP-4533
LARGE PRINT. Detective Inspector Louisa Smith, while investigating the murders of a 19-year-old boy and one of the town's entrepreneurs, must reopen a cold case when a girl who mysteriously disappeared 10 years ago is found in a Briarstone brothel alive and well.

MYS ★ Rock with wings
Hillerman, Anne LP-4555
LARGE PRINT. Separated by different cases, Chee follows cryptic clues to the body of a missing woman while Bernie manages the fallout of a drug bust gone wrong.
MYS Spider Woman's daughter
Hillerman, Anne LP-4530
LARGE PRINT. Bernie and Chee discover that a cold case involving his former boss and partner, retired Inspector Joe Leaphorn, may hold the key. Digging into the old investigation, husband and wife find themselves inching closer to the truth, and closer to a killer determined to prevent justice from taking its course.

MYS Death of a cupcake queen
Hollis, Lee BJ-9032
When former prom queen Ivy Foster, one of the mean girls who used to torment her, is found murdered during their high school reunion, food writer Hayley Powell secretly launches her own investigation to find the killer before someone else meets the same fate.

MYS Remains of innocence
Jance, Judith A. BJ-9117
An old woman, a hoarder, is dying of emphysema in Great Barrington, Massachusetts. In cleaning out her house, her daughter, Liza Machett, discovers a fortune in hundred dollar bills hidden in the tall stacks of books and magazines that crowd every corner. Tracing the money's origins will take Liza on a journey that will end in Cochise County, where Sheriff Joanna Brady is embroiled in a personal mystery of her own.

MYS Murder 101
Kellerman, Faye LP-4543
LARGE PRINT. Decker and Lazarus embark on a new life in upstate New York, and find themselves entangled in deception, intrigue, and murder in picturesque elite college town.

MYS Collared for murder
Knox, Annie BJ-9029
When the prize, a platinum collar dangle, for the Midwestern Cat Fancier Organization's cat show goes missing and the wealthy director is murdered, pet-boutique owner Izzy McHale must solve the case before the killer pounces again.

MYS World gone by
Lehane, Dennis LP-4532
LARGE PRINT. Working as a consigliere to the Bartolo crime family, traveling between Tampa and Cuba, former crime kingpin Joe Coughlin, who has everything, money, power, anonymity, and a beautiful mistress, is forced to pay for his lifetime of sin when the dark truth of his past emerges.

MYS Hush hush
Lippman, Laura LP-4538
LARGE PRINT. On a searing August day, Melisandre Harris Dawes committed the unthinkable: she left her two-month-old daughter locked in a car while she sat nearby on the shores of the Patapsco River. Melisandre was found not guilty by reason of criminal insanity, although there was much skepticism about her mental state. Freed, she left the country, her husband and her two surviving children, determined to start over. But now Melisandre has returned to Baltimore to meet with her estranged teenage daughters and wants to film the reunion for a documentary.

MYS Knot the usual suspects
MacRae, Molly BJ-9240
When bagpiper and former Blue Plum, Tennessee resident Hugh McPhee is found dead right before the annual arts and crafts fair, Kath Rutledge, along with her knitting group, must unravel the clues with the help of Geneva, the ghost who haunts her shop, before someone else hits a deadly snag.

MYS Gone but knot forgotten
Marks, Mary BJ-9239
When an old high school friend passes away, making her the executor of her estate, Martha Rose comes face-to-face with some real skeletons in the closet and murder, and enlists the help of her fellow quilters to help her piece together the truth about her friend's death.

MYS Cancans, croissants, and caskets
McHugh, Mary BJ-9234
Embarking on a sightseeing cruise down the Seine to celebrate Bastille Day in Paris, the Happy Hoofers are having the time of their lives until a very important patron is found dead on the top deck, forcing the daring dancers to use some fancy footwork to stop a killer from ruining their French debut.

MYS The body in the birches
Page, Katherine Hall LP-4570
LARGE PRINT. A recipe-complemented latest entry traces Faith's sweltering Fourth of July investigation into a dispute involving the death of a housekeeper and a generations-old family fight for control of a wealthy estate.

MYS Flourless to stop him
Parra, Nancy J. BJ-9036
When the dead body of a man is found in her brother's hotel room, gluten-free baker Toni Holmes must put her baking on the back burner to find out who set him up and gets some unwanted help from former investigative journalist Grandma Ruth.

MYS Bodice of evidence
Parra, Nancy J. BJ-9027
The owner of a new wedding-proposal-planning business, Pepper Pomeroy, while helping her sister pick out the perfect wedding dress, stumbles upon a murder mystery amidst the satin, lace and tulle and must catch a killer before someone else's life is altered.
**MYS** Death of a chocolate cheater
Pike Penny
BJ-9031
While competing for a spot on the reality show Chocolate Wars during San Francisco's Chocolate Festival, food-truck vendor Darcy Burnett and her Aunt Abby find themselves in a sticky situation when one of the judges is found murdered in a vat of chocolate.

**MYS** All dressed up and no place to haunt
Pressey, Rose
BJ-9112
While providing authentic period outfits for a film being shot on a historic plantation, vintage clothing store owner Cookie Chanel finds herself starring in a real-life murder mystery in which she must rely on the supernatural support of her psychic cat to find a killer among a cast of suspects.

**MYS** Fillet of murder
Reilly, Linda
BJ-9035
When Phil Turnbull, a fellow shop owner who wants to stop a new store from opening up, is murdered, Talia Marby, who works at Lambert's Fish & Chips, must serve up the real killer after her dear friend and boss Bea Lambert becomes the prime suspect.

**MYS** Unleashed
Rosenfelt, David
LP-4589
LARGE PRINT. Andy Carpenter's accountant, Sam Willis, is stunned when a high school friend he hasn't heard from in years calls pleading for help with something he can't discuss on the phone. The caller, Barry Price, needs Sam's financial acumen and Andy's legal expertise, immediately. But when Sam finds an injured dog lying in the road on the way to Barry's house, he can't drive off without waiting for help. By the time Sam makes it, Barry's already taken off on a private airplane. Then Sam and Andy learn that Barry's plane has crashed, and they come to the terrifying realization that Sam was also supposed to have been killed on that plane.

**MYS** Bushel full of murder
Shelton, Paige
BJ-9028
As tensions between food-truck vendors and market vendors escalate, Becca Robins, selling her delicious jams and preserves, must prove her cousin's innocence when she is accused of murdering the town's business manager.

**MYS** The novel habits of happiness
Smith, Alexander McCall
LP-4580
LARGE PRINT. The ever-delightful, insatiably curious Edinburgh philosopher and amateur sleuth returns to take on a case unlike any she's had before, this one with paranormal implications, of this beloved author's consistently best-selling series.

**MYS** Murder of an open book
Swanson, Denise
BJ-9244
When Brian Hucksford, a science teacher and the girls volleyball coach, kicks her out of the pool, and then winds up dead, school psychologist and expectant mother Skye Denison must clear her own name by catching the real killer.

**MYS** The cat, the sneak and the secret
Sweeney, Leann
BJ-9235
When a new feline member of the family brings back an antique locket, Finn enlists Tom's and Jillian's sleuthing skills, but their search for answers is sidetracked when a body is found.

**MYS** Threads of evidence
Wait, Lisa
BJ-9245
When she is asked by Hollywood actress Skye West, who recently purchased a Victorian mansion rumored to be haunted, to appraise the estate's sizable collection of needlepoint furnishings, Angie Curtis, while examining the pieces, discovers what really happened to the original occupant of the house, who died under mysterious circumstances.

**MYS** A dangerous place
Winspear, Jacqueline
LP-4540
LARGE PRINT. Arriving in turbulent 1937 Gibraltar in the aftermath of a tragedy, Maisie Dobbs raises the British Secret Service's suspicions through her involvement in the murder of a Sephardic Jewish photographer.

**PAR** 8 keys to raising the quirky child
Bowers, Mark
BJ-9108
Tips and strategies for parents of children who have difficulties connecting with others through personality traits unrelated to developmental disorders counsel parents on how to understand specific behaviors and facilitate better social functioning.

**PDY** 8 keys to forgiveness
Enright, Robert
BJ-9177
A psychologist offers a hands-on guide through the process of forgiveness, which he says is both an art and a science, and offers eight key steps to finding the source of inner pain and how to discover meaning in it.
PDY  Natural relief for adult ADHD
Sarkis, Stephanie Moulton  BJ-9176
Provides advice and strategies for adults with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder to help get their symptoms under control without the use of medication, including working memory training, massage, acupuncture, acupressure, chiropractic treatment and diet changes.

Reference/General

REF  The old farmer's almanac  BJ-9225
Presents a compilation of practical advice and folklore, featuring weather forecasts for the United States, planting tables, health remedies, horoscopes, recipes, games and puzzles and other entertaining and useful information.

Religious

REL  Hildegard of Bingen  BJ-9262
Butcher, Carmen Acevedo
Offers easy-to-understand translations of the most representative and stunning ideas of Hildegard, a medieval mystic, presenting Hildegard's life and era, a criticism of her writings, and a chronology of her life.

REL  Zen mind, beginner's mind  BJ-9260
Suzuki, Shunryū
The Zen master explains the practice, nature, and basic attitudes of Zen meditation.

Romance

ROM  Cherry Lane  BJ-9062
Alers, Rochelle
When she discovers that she is pregnant, high-powered attorney Devon Gilmore, leaving her fast-paced life behind, decides to settle down on Cavanaugh Island where she catches the eye of the most eligible bachelor in town who may or may not be ready for an instant family.

ROM  Huckleberry harvest  BJ-9043
Beckstrand, Jennifer
When the man who broke her best friend's heart, Noah Mischler, saves her life, Mandy Helmuth, who has never liked him, discovers the real man beneath the tough persona as she falls in love with this man whom she can never be with.

ROM  Energized  BJ-9252
Behre, Mary
Gifted with a psychic touch, which has never led her astray, Hannah Halloran must rely on her gift when she is an unwilling witness to a brutal murder that leads her into the arms of a sexy marine who is determined to keep her safe no matter how high the cost.

ROM  All of me  BJ-9044
Bernard, Jennifer
After a meltdown during a major league game, pitcher Caleb Hart is sent back home, and, with the help of the beautiful mayor's assistant, must improve his town team's image while trying to keep his family together and his ex-con father out of trouble.

ROM  Desperado  BJ-9121
Bingham, Lisa
After losing his career in the Navy, Elam Taggart returns home to the secluded Wasatch Mountains where he helps local restaurant owner P.D. Raines win the town's Wild West games so that she can use the prize money to save her business.

ROM  Outlaw hearts  BJ-9130
Bittner, Rosanne
Widowed by the Civil War, 20-year-old Miranda Hayes, alone in the wild and untamed frontier, finds an unexpected ally in a notorious gunslinger and hard-hearted loner with a price on his head and becomes determined to change his violent ways.

ROM  Hot point  BJ-9181
Buchman, M. L.
A master mechanic and expert in airplanes, but not in love, Denise Conroy, after crashing in the Central American jungle with Mount Hood Firehawk pilot Vern Taylor, finds explosive passion with this take-charge man as they work together to get out alive.

ROM  You can't escape  BJ-9050
Bush, Nancy
While investigating a bomb blast that nearly killed a reporter, journalist Jordanna Winters uncovers a string of unsolved murders, each body branded with the sign of the devil, and must dig deep into her own troubled past to expose a killer whose mission is to purge those who he sees as the guilty one-by-one, including her.

ROM  In Firefly Valley  BJ-9011
Cabot, Amanda
In this Texas romance, Blake makes Marisa believe in love at first sight, but what happens when she finds out who he really is?
 Starting over in a small town after the tragic loss of her child, florist Ginger Dysart begins working on a big family wedding before forging a friendship that evolves into something more.

 Ella Morgan, a Siren who can sing men to sleep, or to their deaths, is hired by the Coppersmith Mining Company to navigate the alien catacombs of Rainshadow Island, where she finds herself working alongside the man who broke her heart.

 Finally ready to settle down, Jesse Sinclair follows his brothers to Maine where he, after buying a small island just off of Bear Harbor to build a home for his future family, finds the perfect woman in Cadi Glace, who is engaged to someone else.

 The three wily and beautiful McDougal sisters can swindle a man faster than it takes to lasso a calf. But their luck is running out, and they're about to be hauled off to jail. When the wagon carrying them falls under attack, each sister is picked up by a different man.

 In 1887 rural Missouri, Lyric Bolton lives a life of isolation to care for her mother when Ian Cawley bursts into her life on a runaway stallion.

 Starting a new life in Texas after escaping New Orleans, Cat Benoit catches the attention of Ridley Cromer, the instructor at the martial arts dojo where she takes lessons whose animal instincts, and feral desire, rivals her own.

 When she is rescued from a cult by Gavrill Prakenskii, a mysterious man who claims he is her destiny, Lexi, haunted by the terror from which she escaped, wonders how she can find happiness with a man who, steeped in secrets and shadows, is no stranger to violence.

 Peyton Lockhart and her sisters have inherited Bishop's Cove, a small, luxurious oceanfront resort, but it comes with a condition, the girls must run the resort for one year and show a profit. Only then will they own it.

 Centering her life on the successful Walker family, into which she plans to marry, Shea struggles to end her affair with a less-than-stellar boyfriend only to have her entire existence placed in question by the death of the family's mother.

 The wedding of Alix Madsen and Jared Montgomery is a glorious affair at an elegant little chapel in the woods, followed by dinner and dancing, all while moonlight blankets the festivities in a romantic glow. While most guests are fixed on the happy couple, Jared's cousin Graydon can't look away from a bridesmaid, Toby Wyndam. It's not just her quiet beauty that thrills him or the way she makes him laugh. Toby possesses the truly remarkable ability of being able to distinguish Graydon from his identical twin brother, Rory.

 Just as Alix Madsen is finishing up architectural school, Adelaide Kingsley dies and wills her, for one year, the use of a charming nineteenth-century Nantucket house. The elderly woman's relationship to the Madsen family is a mystery to the spirited Alix, fresh from a romantic breakup, but for reasons of her own Alix accepts the quirky bequest, in part because it gives her time to plan her best friend's storybook wedding.

 Starting a new life in Texas after escaping New Orleans, Cat Benoit catches the attention of Ridley Cromer, the instructor at the martial arts dojo where she takes lessons whose animal instincts, and feral desire, rivals her own.
ROM  The spring bride
Gracie, Anne  BJ-9138
Entering high society for the first time with the hopes of making a safe and sensible marriage, Jane Chance instead meets a former spy wanted for murder who, after helping her rescue a dog, decides he wants her for his own, and he always gets what he wants.

ROM  Soul scorched
Grant, Donna  BJ-9137
Hunted by the dark fae who want her as a weapon, Darcy, the only Druid to touch Dragon Magic and survive, falls under the protection of Warrick, a Dragon King, who is forbidden to get close to her, but who is unable to deny his passion for her when the stakes are raised.

ROM  Heat of the moment
Handeland, Lori  BJ-9124
Gifted with the ability to heal, veterinarian Becca Carstairs, who is unaware that she is magic and one of three sisters sent forward in time from 17th-century Scotland, becomes the target of a killer, and only Owen, who knows the truth about her, can save her before it is too late.

ROM  In the air tonight
Handeland, Lori  BJ-9129
When a sexy detective from New Orleans arrives in New Bergin, Wisconsin, to investigate a series of murders, Rachel Larsen uses her ability to see ghosts to help with the case, which awakens unimaginable powers within her that are beyond her understanding.

ROM  Smoke on the water
Handeland, Lori  BJ-9183
When Willow, who is in a psychiatric facility due to terrifying visions, discovers that she is really a witch, with the help of a fellow patient, she must convince psychiatrist Dr. Sebastian Crane that she is not crazy as she tries to stop an impending supernatural storm of destruction.

ROM  Whenever you come around
Hatcher, Robin Lee  LP-4592
LARGE PRINT. Charity Anderson turned her back on Kings Meadow years ago. But with her house in Boise damaged by floodwaters and a book deadline bearing down, staying in her parents' empty home seems her only option. But being back dredges up a painful secret, and old fears threaten to overwhelm her. Charity's former classmate Buck Malone never left town, sacrificing his dreams to take care of his family. Now he enjoys an uncomplicated life as a wilderness guide and confirmed bachelor. When Charity's dog causes an accident that leaves Buck injured as tourist season starts, Charity has no choice but to render aid while he recovers.

ROM  Coming home to Mustang Ridge
Hayworth, Jesse  BJ-9179
Determined to make her new vintage clothing shop in downtown Three Ridges, Wyoming a rousing success, Ashley Webb, who has never been good at long-term commitments, finds this, and an incredibly sexy cowboy, a challenge she is willing to accept.

ROM  If he's noble
Howell, Hannah  BJ-9128
Determined to rid her father's estate of his greedy and treacherous relatives, Lady Primrose Wootten finds an ally in Sir Bened Vaught, an honorable man who agrees to help her investigate her brother's mysterious disappearance while trying to deny the attraction between them.

ROM  Brave the heat
Humphreys, Sara  BJ-9250
When his first love, Jordan Delaney, returns home to Oceanside to care for her ailing father, Fire Chief Gavin Maguire vows to protect her and her two children as an arsonist, whom he believes is her ex-husband, terrorizes the town and sets fire to the florist shop where she works.

ROM  Grey
James, E. L.  BJ-9123
In Christian's own words, and through his thoughts, reflections, and dreams, E. L. James offers a fresh perspective on the love story that has entranced millions of readers around the world.

ROM  Grey
James, E. L.  LP-4585
LARGE PRINT. Christian Grey exercises control in all things; his world is neat, disciplined, and utterly empty, until the day that Anastasia Steele falls into his office, in a tangle of shapely limbs and tumbling brown hair. He tries to forget her, but instead is swept up in a storm of emotion he cannot comprehend and cannot resist. Unlike any woman he has known before, shy, unworldly Ana seems to see right through him, past the business prodigy and the penthouse lifestyle to Christian's cold, wounded heart.

ROM  Change of heart
Jebber, Molly  BJ-9046
After being jilted at the altar before her entire community, soft-spoken midwife Becca Yost flees to the Englischer town of Massillon, Ohio, where she works alongside Dr. Matt Carrington, who shares her passion for healing those in need, but whose wealthy mother is determined to keep them apart.

ROM  Angels walking
Kingsbury, Karen  LP-4591
When major league baseball star Tyler Ames suffers a career-ending injury, he finds a maintenance job in a retirement home where he meets Virginia Hutcheson, an Alzheimer's patient who seems to have the answers he is seeking.
Marcus Cynster is waiting for Fate to come calling. He knows his destiny lies near his home in Scotland, but what will it be? Who is his fated bride? One fact seems certain, his future won't lie with Niniver Carrick, a young lady who attracts him mightily and whom he feels compelled to protect- even from himself. Fate, he's sure, will never be so kind as to decree that Niniver should be his.

ROM Angels at the table
Macomber, Debbie
LARGE PRINT. Shirley, Goodness, and Mercy know that an angel's work is never done, especially during any time as wondrous as New Year's Eve. With an apprentice angel, Will, under their wings, they descend upon Times Square in New York City eager to join in the festivities. And when Will spies two lonely strangers in the crowd, he decides midnight is the perfect time to lend a heavenly helping hand.

ROM Starry night
Macomber, Debbie
LARGE PRINT. Carrie Slayton, a big-city society-page columnist, longs to write more serious news stories. So her editor hands her a challenge, she can cover any topic she wants, but only if she first scores the paper an interview with Finn Dalton, the notoriously reclusive author. Living in the remote Alaskan wilderness, Finn has written a mega bestselling memoir about surviving in the wild.

ROM Starting now
Macomber, Debbie
LARGE PRINT. For years Libby Morgan dreamed only of making partner in her competitive, high-pressure law firm. She sacrificed everything for her career, her friends, her marriage, her chance at creating a family. When her boss calls Libby into his office, she assumes it will finally be good news, but nothing can prepare her for the shocking reality, she's been let go and must rebuild her entire life, starting now.

ROM Kiss me
Mallery, Susan
After Phoebe Kitzke's kind heart gets her suspended from her job in LA, she swears off doing favors, until her best friend begs for help on the family ranch in Fool's Gold. Unfortunately, sexy cowboy Zane Nicholson isn't exactly thrilled by the city girl's arrival.

ROM Against the tide
Martin, Kat
Liv Chandler is running for her life, and the cops haven't been able to do a thing to help, but there's one man who makes her feel safe, no matter what, rugged charter boat captain Rafe Brodie.

ROM The marriage season
Miller, Linda Lael
Since Hadleigh, Melody and Bex, the best of best friends, entered into a marriage pact, two of them have found (and married) the men of their hearts. But Bex doesn't think she'll be as fortunate as the others. Her own first love died years ago in a faraway war, and Bex has lost hope for a happy marriage of her own. She concentrates on her business, a successful chain of fitness clubs, instead.

ROM All of me
Moran, Kelly
Spending the summer with his brother in Wilmington Beach in hopes of breaking through his writer's block, bestselling novelist Alec Winston finds inspiration in Faith Armstrong, an amber-eyed beauty who makes him think about much more than books.

ROM Her lucky cowboy
Ryan, Jennifer
When she saves the life of champion rodeo rider Dane Bowdon, the man she has loved for years, Bell, a prominent young surgeon, is stunned when her feelings are reciprocated, especially after a rodeo rivalry turns deadly.

ROM I'll stand by you
Sala, Sharon
Two struggling neighbors, single mother Dori Grant and Johnny Pine find themselves the target of malicious small-town gossip and are taken under the wing of Ruby Dyer, the owner of the local hair salon, who helps them find a way to overcome life's hardships together.

ROM Second chance summer
Shalvis, Jill
Despite hating her home town, Lily Danville must stay where the work is, in this case, a job at the hottest resort in Cedar Ridge, Colorado, and when rescue worker and firefighter Aidan Kincaid regrets letting her walk out of his life, it's all he can do to get her to give Cedar Ridge, and him, a second chance.

ROM Down in the valley
Shoup, Jane
After escaping the monster who stole everything from her, including her innocence, Miss Emeline Wright starts a new life in West Virginia on her uncle's farm where she, with courage and determination, wins over the townspeople and a single man who shows her how to trust again.

ROM The hotter you burn
Showalter, Gena
After a devastating loss, millionaire playboy Beck Ockley moves to the small town of Strawberry Valley, Oklahoma, where he, starting a new life, meets the one woman who can break through his defenses, a vulnerable Southern beauty who is searching for redemption for her troubled past.
ROM  ❀  Archangel's enigma
Singh, Nalini  BJ-9249
The most feral and mysterious of Raphael's Seven, Naasir must stop a plot to kill the archangel Alexander with the help of a young angel and healer who is both drawn and repelled by his true nature.

ROM  ❀  Under the lights
Stacey, Shannon  BJ-9049
When he returns home to help his old coach keep his high school football team afloat, Chase Sanders falls for Coach's beautiful daughter, who is the last person he should be involved with, and finds his loyalty to her father standing in the way of their growing attraction.

ROM  ❀  Country
Steel, Danielle  LP-4552
LARGE PRINT. Life for Stephanie Adams is all about being a devoted mother. For years, she has kept her unhappy marriage a secret, intent on protecting her children from seeing their family break up. Then Stephanie's husband dies suddenly, and she sees a chance for everything to be different. Stephanie strives to balance her children's grief with her desire to move on from the past, but after years of giving up her life for everyone else, what should she do next?

ROM  ❀  Prodigal son
Steel, Danielle  LP-4516
LARGE PRINT. Fraternal twin brothers Peter and Michael McDowell have spent a lifetime competing for success and affection before that competition turned into an all-out war and made the brothers mortal enemies. While both Peter and Michael have grown into successful adults, they never managed to leave behind the animosity that took root in their childhood.

ROM  ❀  That Chesapeake summer
Stewart, Mariah  BJ-9140
Forced to take over the family inn after his father's death, widower and single father Daniel Sinclair has no time for love until he meets Jamie Valentine, an intriguing new guest and author of self-help books, who has cut her book tour short after she discovers her own life is based on a lie.

ROM  ❀  Redemption Bay
Thayne, RaeAnne  BJ-9132
When Ben Kilpatrick returns to Haven Point, determined to rejuvenate the town by opening a new facility for his tech firm, he matches wits with McKenzie Shaw, the beautiful young mayor, who, casting him as the enemy, refuses to play nice.

ROM  ❀  Sharp shootin' cowboy
Vane, Victoria  BJ-9134
As marine-turned-hunting-guide Reid Everett, who has been tasked with reducing the native wolf population, clashes with wildlife conservationist Haley Copper, he discovers they have some things in their opposing views.

ROM  ❀  A love like ours
Wade, Becky  BJ-9012
Scarred from his military days, cowboy Jake Porter is content being alone, until his old friend Lyndie starts tearing down the walls he's built.

ROM  ❀  Home by morning
Warner, Kaki  BJ-9125
Consumed by her cause to help ex-slaves prepare for freedom, Prudence Lincoln must decide whether or not she is willing to give up everything for former Cheyenne warrior Thomas Redstone after he declares his love.

ROM  ❀  Rules of the game
Wilde, Lori  BJ-9047
Crashing a celebrity wedding in an attempt to reclaim her self-esteem after being jilted at the altar, Jodi Carlyle, throwing responsibility out the window, has a one-night stand with a handsome stranger only to discover that he will be the best man at her sister Breeanne's wedding.

ROM  ❀  The Calamity Janes
Woods, Sherryl  BJ-9120
Rich and successful, Lauren Winters returns home to Winding River, Wyoming, for a much needed break from her high profile career and seizes the chance to work incognito as a horse trainer for wrangler Wade Owens, who will no longer trust her if he finds out her true identity.

ROM  ❀  Bad news cowboy
Yates, Maisey  BJ-9119
When family friend Jack Monaghan starts hanging around, rodeo girl Kate Garrett asks him for much needed advice on the opposite sex, only to discover that he is the only one she wants, even though he is not looking for love.

SFF  ❀  Crossways
Bedford, Jacey  BJ-9255
While eluding Alphacorp and the Trust, who want to silence them forever, psi-tech Navigator Ben Benjamin and Telepath Cara Carlinni sense something new stirring in the cold depths of foldspace and must discover if it is aliens from another dimension or simply hallucinations.

Science Fiction
SFF  The long Utopia
Pratchett, Terry  LP-4561
LARGE PRINT. Lobsang's pursuit of a human life, Joshua's search for his father, and the adaptation efforts of "the Next" post-humans are challenged by a voracious alien race that would conquer and colonize the Long Earth.

SUS  The breaking point
Bass, Jefferson  LP-4564
LARGE PRINT. Called in by the FBI to identify the charred remains of a maverick millionaire, Dr. Brockton finds himself plunged into deadly chaos when his identification is called into question, a serial killer from his past returns and his beloved wife delivers some shocking news that changes everything.

SUS  Best laid plans
Brennan, Allison  BJ-9184
To solve a murder, FBI Agent Lucy Kincaid must convince a belligerent teen prostitute named Kassie to help with the investigation, which endangers her career and her relationship with Sean Rogen.

SUS  Target Utopia
Brown, Dale  BJ-9052
Tracking a mysterious UAV to a group of rich anarchists led by a former Dreamland scientist, the Whiplash team finds the situation spiraling wildly out of control as they race against time to destroy an Iranian plant before World War III erupts.

SUS  A necessary end
Brown, Holly  LP-4579
LARGE PRINT. Thirty-nine-year-old Adrienne has tried before to adopt a child, but this time, nothing is going to get in her way. Sure, her husband, Gabe, is ambivalent about fatherhood. But she knows that once he holds their baby, he'll come around. At nineteen, Leah bears a remarkable resemblance to the young woman Adrienne once was. Which is why Adrienne knows the baby Leah is carrying is meant to be hers. But Leah's got ideas of her own. All she wants is to live in Adrienne's house for a year after the baby's born, and get a fresh start. It seems like a small price for Adrienne to pay to get their baby. And with Gabe suddenly on board, what could possibly go wrong?

SUS  Tom Clancy's Op-center: out of the ashes
Couch, Dick  BJ-9149
Before 911 America was protected by a covert force known as the National Crisis Management Center. Commonly known as Op-Center, this silent, secret mantel guarded the American people and protected the country from enemies. The charter was top secret and Director Paul Hood reported directly to the president. Op-Center used undercover operatives with SWAT capabilities to diffuse crises around the world, and they were tops in their field. But after the World Trade Center disaster, in the interest of streamlining, OP-Center was disbanded, leaving the country in terrible danger.

SUS  Power play
Coulter, Catherine  LP-4590
LARGE PRINT. Natalie Black, the U.S. ambassador to the Court of St. James, has returned to Washington, her job in jeopardy. Her fiancé has died in a car accident, and mysterious rumors that she's responsible begin to surface. When she returns to the United States, she's nearly killed when a car tries to mow her down when she's out for a run. No one believes her except FBI Special Agent Davis Sullivan.

SUS  Eden
Fox, Candice  BJ-9211
Most homicide detective teams run on trust, loyalty, and the shared desire to put killers behind bars. Frank Bennett's partner, Eden Archer, thrives on darkness and danger. She has a rare talent for catching killers, but her idea of justice has little to do with courtrooms.

SUS  Hades
Fox, Candice  BJ-9210
Twenty years ago, two children were kidnapped and left for dead. Raised by a master criminal, they grew up to become cops. Very unusual cops. Homicide detective Frank Bennett has an intriguing new partner. Dark, beautiful, coldly efficient, Eden Archer is one of the most enigmatic colleagues Frank has ever worked with, that includes her brother Eric, who's also on the Sydney Metro police force.

SUS  Against all enemies
Gilstrap, John  BJ-9051
Unable to believe that a fellow combat vet has gone rogue, killing American agents and leaking sensitive intel to the enemy, Jonathan Grave sets out to find him first and, stumbling upon a far-reaching conspiracy, must divert a deadly catastrophe of historic proportions.

SUS  The silenced
Graham, Heather  BJ-9002
When a congressman's media assistant abruptly quits her job and goes missing on the way home, novice FBI agent Meg Murray teams up with special agent Matt Bosworth to investigate a serial killer with ties to a political conspiracy.

SUS  Cash landing
Grippando, James  LP-4558
LARGE PRINT. A tale set prior to Andie's relationship with Jack follows her investigation into an armored truck heist involving a team of unlikely thieves who are also being targeted by a murderous adversary.
**SUS ★ One mile under**
Gross, Andrew  LP-4541

**LARGE PRINT.** Protecting a friend's daughter who has fallen into danger over her suspicions that two deaths are not accidental, Ty Hauck uncovers a Colorado town's sinister scheme involving giant energy companies, beaten-down ranchers and scarce water resources.

---

**SUS ★ The bone tree**
Iles, Greg  LP-4548

**LARGE PRINT.** A follow-up to "Natchez Burning" (LP-4327) finds Southern lawyer Penn Cage desperately struggling to protect his father from false charges and corrupt officers by confronting the puppet master behind the Double Eagles terrorist group.

---

**SUS ★ Never die alone**
Jackson, Lisa  BJ-9145

A detective who harbors doubts about a serial killer conviction, a woman who would prove her cousin innocent and a reporter in search of a career-making story work respectively to find the actual culprit, who has taken twin sisters hostage.

---

**SUS ★ The perfect witness**
Johansen, Iris  BJ-9150

She was the perfect witness, until they found her. When Teresa Casali was young, she discovered that she could read people's memories. But this strange gift became a curse when her mob boss father used Teresa to gain the upper hand in his world of corruption and violence. Exposed by her own family to the darkest impulses of mankind, Teresa finds herself defenseless and alone, until, from seemingly out of nowhere, she meets the mysterious Andre Mandak. Armed with a chilling set of skills, Mandak can protect Teresa and kill her pursuers. But can she trust him?

---

**SUS ★ Tyranny**
Johnstone, William W.  BJ-9053

When the IRS claims that he owes a fortune in back taxes, resorting to legal threats, sabotage and hired thugs to remove him from his family's land, G. W. Brannock stands his ground and, after his story makes national news, is joined in his fight against tyranny by an army of ordinary citizens.

---

**SUS ★ Pleasantville**
Locke, Attica  LP-4546

**LARGE PRINT.** Struggling with personal challenges and the disintegration of his environmental law practice 15 years after the events of Black Water Rising, Jay Porter is embroiled in dangerous shadow politics involving the disappearance of a young girl.

---

**SUS ★ Trial run**
Locke, Thomas  BJ-9214

In this high-concept thriller, three competing interests race to master a dangerous and mind-bending technology even as time itself twists in unexpected directions. As perception and reality become entangled, no one escapes unscathed.

---

**SUS ★ What lurks beneath**
Lockwood, Ryan  BJ-9054

When an underwater flesh-eating predator terrorizes the Bahamas, turning the sea red with blood, Eric Watson and marine biologist Valerie Martell must race against time to identify this savage new species and piece together one of nature's most horrific mysteries.

---

**SUS ★ Slaughter**
Lutz, John  BJ-9185

Detective Frank Quinn will have to risk everything he loves when a serial killer, begging to be caught, leaves a bloody trail of murder, explosions, train derailments, and other mechanical mayhem throughout New York City.

---

**SUS ★ The enemy inside**
Martini, Steve  LP-4567

**LARGE PRINT.** Madriani investigates a friend's wrongful manslaughter charge in the aftermath of a highly influential attorney's sudden death.

---

**SUS ★ Where they found her**
McCreight, Kimberly  LP-4544

**LARGE PRINT.** Struggling with memories over the loss of her own baby while investigating the discovery of an anonymous infant in the woods, journalist Molly Anderson traces a string of unreported assaults spanning 20 years.

---

**SUS ★ In plain sight**
Michaels, Fern  BJ-9144

When French model, Amalie Laurent and her one-time maid, Rosalée Muno fail to report for their weekly check-in with former Supreme Court Justice Pearl Barnes, the Sisterhood and their allies begin a search for them.

---

**SUS ★ Blood on snow**
Nesbo, Jo  LP-4545

**LARGE PRINT.** Gifted with an unexpected capacity for love, as well as a talent for murder, Olav, a "fixer" who works for Oslo's crime kingpin, discovers that his boss might want him "fixed" due to the fact that he knows too much about his business, and has fallen in love with his wife.
No one needs to know
O'Brien, Kevin BJ-9146
While shooting a film about the 1970 murders of an actress and her family, which were linked to a mass suicide, on-set caterer Lauri Trotter soon discovers that the production is cursed when people start dying and the twisted truth of what really happened all those years ago emerges.

Church of marvels
Parry, Leslie LP-4572
LARGE PRINT. Discovering an abandoned newborn while working behind the tenement houses of late-19th-century New York, Sylvan finds his life intertwined with that of a sideshow performer's daughter and a woman wrongly trapped in a lunatic asylum.

Invasion of privacy
Reich, Christopher LP-4559
LARGE PRINT. Refusing to believe the official story behind her FBI agent husband's death, Mary Grant is pitted against a new generation of cutting-edge surveillance technology and the most deadly conspiracy in America.

Field of prey
Sandford, John LP-4569
LARGE PRINT. Lucas Davenport investigates when multiple bodies are found in a Minnesota cornfield.

Field of prey
Sandford, John BJ-9148
Lucas Davenport investigates the discovery of several bodies in an abandoned Minnesota farmyard, discovering the work of a local serial killer who has been murdering one victim every summer for years.

Save me
Scottoline, Lisa LP-4526
LARGE PRINT. When an explosion rips through the nearly empty cafeteria of a Reesburgh (Pa.) Elementary School, lunch mother Rose McKenna leads two girls to safety before racing to rescue her own daughter, Melly. But Rose soon learns that she may face both civil and criminal charges for her heroics because one of the girls she saved was seriously injured in the resulting fire that killed three school staff members.

Tortures of the damned
Shea, Hunter BJ-9147
After a devastating nuclear attack, which contaminates everything alive, a handful of survivors are forced out of their shelter and into the savage streets of an apocalyptic wasteland where they, faced with unimaginable horrors, must kill or be killed.

The English spy
Silva, Daniel LP-4584
LARGE PRINT. She is an iconic member of the British Royal Family, beloved for her beauty and charitable works, resented by her former husband and his mother, the Queen of England. But when a bomb explodes aboard her holiday yacht, British intelligence turns to one man to track down her killer: legendary spy and assassin Gabriel Allon. Gabriel is soon on the trail of Eamon Quinn, a master bomb maker and mercenary of death who sells his services to the highest bidder. But why would Quinn kill a member of the royal family and draw unwanted attention to himself?

Act of war
Thor, Brad BJ-9143
After a CIA agent mysteriously dies overseas, his top asset surfaces with a startling and terrifying claim. There's just one problem, no one knows if she can be trusted.

Identical
Turow, Scott BJ-9151
State Senator Paul Giannis is a candidate for Mayor of Kindle County. His identical twin brother Cass is newly released from prison, 25 years after pleading guilty to the murder of his girlfriend, Dita Kronon. When Evon Miller, an ex-FBI agent who is the head of security for the Kronon family business, and private investigator Tim Brodie begin a re-investigation of Dita's death, a complex web of murder, sex, and betrayal-as only Scott Turow could weave-dramatically unfolds.

Second life
Watson, S. J. LP-4573
LARGE PRINT. A woman plunges into the dangerous world of online sex to investigate the truth about her sister's brutal murder, which she believes may be linked to disturbing cyber activities.

The wrong man
White, Kate LP-4556
LARGE PRINT. This is a story of mistaken identity and psychological suspense about Kit Finn, an accomplished career woman who thinks she's met the man of her dreams while visiting the Florida Keys, but instead finds her worst nightmare.

The ultimatum
Wolf, Dick LP-4568
LARGE PRINT. When sensitive NYPD intelligence including his home address is released to WikiLeaks, Detective Jeremy Fisk is attacked by mysterious assailants linked to a serial sniper who is using cutting edge drone technology to murder innocent civilians.
When Stone Barrington travels to Los Angeles for the biggest political convention of the year, he finds the scene quite shaken up. A dazzling newcomer, and close friend of Stone's, has given the delegates an unexpected choice, crucial alliances are made and broken behind closed doors, and it seems that more than one seat may be up for grabs. And amid the ambitious schemers and hangers-on are a few people who may use the chaotic events as cover for more sinister plans.

When some business arrangements demand his personal attention, Stone Barrington jaunts off to Europe and immediately finds himself embroiled in trouble on both sides of the pond. In Paris, an old enemy is still in hot pursuit, and this time he may have a valuable local resource on his side, a powerful man with his own ax to grind against Stone. And back in the States, the churning rumor mill threatens to derail a project of vital importance not just to Stone, but to the entire nation. Though Stone is no stranger to peril, never before has he faced threats from so many directions at once.

A best-selling investigative journalist and serial killer expert recounts the missing-persons case of Heather Strong, a young, beautiful, suburban mother who was murdered by cunning, manipulative and depraved killers.

After the Civil War, Argyle Dollarhyde, refusing to fall prey to carpetbaggers, moves his family to Texas where, in a dangerous land rife with wagon trails, natives and oil fields, they can live free and carve out their future on the American frontier.

While escorting Sheriff Sheppard Stone, a reckless drunk who has been terrifying the townsfolk and firing bullets, to Yuma, Arizona Territory, Ranger Sam Burrack begins to see the man Stone once was as he is confronted by his deadliest enemies.

Cash McLendon has always had an instinct for self-preservation, honed by an impoverished childhood with an alcoholic father on the streets of St. Louis. He eventually builds himself up to become the son-in-law and heir apparent to industrial mogul Rupert Douglass. But when tragedy strikes and his life falls apart, his instinct for survival kicks in and he flees St. Louis before Douglass and his enforcer can track him down.

When a routine hunt-and-grab goes horribly wrong, leaving him injured and minus a prisoner and a fortune in gold, Luke Jensen rides back into the Wyoming wilderness to finish what he started, even if it means fighting a solitary war and facing down his most bloodthirsty enemy of all.

Bounty hunter Flintlock, despite the warnings, crosses the Sabine River into the nightmarish swamp country in order to take down Brewster Ritter, the so-called Baron of the Bayou, and save the very soul and survival of the land.

A ninety-five-year-old man walks into a recruiting office with the crazy idea to enlist, and an even crazier story. He claims to be the one and only Jesse James, the infamous bank robber allegedly shot by Robert Ford sixty years earlier.

When she becomes the target of cold-blooded Savannah Saint and 12 of the deadliest hired guns, all of whom want her land, and her dead, Kate Kerrigan, her sons and a ragtag group of ranchers refuse to give up without a fight.
WES Buffalo wagons and cloudy in the West
Kelton, Elmer BJ-9056
Two novels in one volume. Buffalo Wagons, in which Gage Jameson dares to ride into Comanche territory in search of one last great herd, and Cloudy in the West, in which a young boy teams up with an outlaw, a San Antonio prostitute and a sheepman to find the man who murdered his father.

WES Robert B. Parker's Bull River
Knott, Robert LP-4527
LARGE PRINT. After hunting down murderer and bandito Captain Alejandro Vasquez, Territorial Marshal Virgil Cole and Deputy Everett Hitch return him to Citadel to stand trial. No sooner do they remand Vasquez into custody when a major bank robbery occurs and the lawmen quickly find themselves tasked with a new job, investigate the robbery of Comstock Bank, recover the loot, and bring the criminals to justice.

WES Dog soldier moon
Long, McKendree LP-4575
LARGE PRINT. McKendree Long continues the saga of Dobey Walls and Jimmy Boss Melton during the three years following the Civil War. A great crime decimates the tiny Panhandle community of Canadian Fort, twisting relationships and putting Dobey and the Boss on a trail of retribution and frontier justice, yet unaware that they are targets of two Pinkerton teams.

WES No good like it is
Long, McKendree LP-4574
LARGE PRINT. As the Civil War begins, Second Lieutenant Dobey Walls and veteran Corporal Jimmy Melton join the 8th Texas Cavalry in Houston. Between the first and the final charges of the Army of Tennessee, they ride with Nathan Bedford Forrest, play a role in the Fort Pillow Massacre, harass Sherman, and visit the second best brothel in Atlanta. But when they're released to search for Dobey's missing family, an act of mercy along the way puts Pinkerton detectives on their trail.

WES Ralph Compton shotgun Charlie
Mayo, Matthew P. BJ-9058
When he tries to thwart a bank job turned bloody, drifter Charlie Chilton must stay one step ahead of a gang of killer thieves through a vicious winter storm in the High Sierras before they get their angry hands on him.

WES Backlands: a novel of the American West
McGarrity, Michael BJ-9061
Scarred by the loss of an older brother he idolized, estranged from a father he barely knows, and deeply troubled by the failing health of a mother he adores, young Matthew Kerney is suddenly and irrevocably forced to set aside his childhood and take on responsibilities far beyond his years. When the world spirals into the Great Depression and drought settles like a plague over the nation, Matt must abandon his own dreams to salvage the Kerney ranch.

WES Arizona Territory
Richards, Dusty BJ-9152
During a wild ride through Nebraska, Colorado and Kansas in search of a lost cattle drive with his men and a beautiful young Spanish widow, rancher Chet Byrnes goes up against Indians, outlaws and an oppressive government and must fight his way back home.

WES Guns on the prairie
Robbins, David BJ-9258
A notorious conman who makes a living impersonating people, Alonzo Pratt gets into hot water when he passes himself off as a lawman and is recruited by no-nonsense U.S. Federal Deputy Marshal Jacob Stone to hunt down the Cal Grissom gang, the most notorious outlaws in the territory.

WES Ralph Compton brother's keeper
Robbins, David BJ-9256
Setting out to do his family duty and find his little brother, who was shot while prospecting in the Black Hills, Thalis Christie, along with some surprising travel companions, encounters deadly obstacles from Texas to Blood Gulch and wonders if he can ever return to the comfortable life he used to lead.

WES The law and the lawless
Robbins, David BJ-9188
Marshal Boyd Cooper must put his retirement plans on hold when an outlaw known as the Robin Hood of the Rockies wreaks havoc in the town of Alpine with gunfire and bloodshed.

WES Frontier thunder at dawn
Salzer, S. K. BJ-9018
The epic saga of the heroic pioneers who struggled and fought, lived and died, to stake their claim on the untamed American frontier. Western Missouri. Former army scout Jack Gregory lived and died, to stake their claim on the untamed American

WES Escape from Hangtown
Sweazy, Larry D. BJ-9057
After he is exonerated of murder, Lucas Fume sets out to prove the innocence of his friend, Zeke, who, on the run from the law, has been wrongly accused of assaulting Senator Barlow's daughter, by identifying the real attacker, Senator Barlow himself.

WES Slater's way
West, Charles G. BJ-9156
When he crosses paths with a dangerous Sioux war chief named Iron Pony, who vows to kill him, John Slater Engels, who was raised in a small Crow village in the Absaroka Mountains, finds his past coming back to haunt him as he is forced to make some tough decisions that could cost him everything he holds dear.
WES 🌟 The far tribes and Yellowstone
Wheeler, Richard S.         BJ-9186
Contains two complete novels from a six-time Spur Award winner, "The Far Tribes" in which Barnaby Skye must rescue Elkanah Morse from one of the most vicious tribes in the mountains, and "Yellowstone," in which Barnaby Skye goes up against Lord Gordon who is determined to navigate the treacherous lands of the Sioux nation on his own.

WOM 🌟 The invisible woman
Johnson, Nicole            BJ-9169
This is a moving story, based on a sketch performed by Johnson at the Women Of Faith conferences that affirms women in their often unseen daily chores for their families.
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